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 1                STATE OF INDIANA
   
 2 
   
 3 
   
 4             CIVIL RIGHTS COMMISSION
   
 5 
   
 6 
   
 7 
   
 8      The Indiana Civil Rights Commission meeting was held
   
 9  on the 27th day of JULY, 2013, at the Indiana Government
   
10  Center South, 402 West Washington Street, Conference
   
11  Center Room A, Indianapolis, Indiana, and reported by me,
   
12  Marjorie A. Addington, Notary Public in and for the
   
13  County of Hamilton, State of Indiana, CM, CSR: KS.
   
14      The following persons were present for the meeting:
   
15  Chairman Alpha Blackburn, Commissioners David Carter,
   
16  Steven Ramos, Barry Baynard, Tehiji Crenshaw, and Charles
   
17  Gidney.  Also present are Executive Director Jamal Smith,
   
18  Deputy Director Akia Haynes, ALJ Noell Allen, and
   
19  Administrative Assistant Debbie Rincones-Chavez.
   
20 
   
21 
   
22                ACCURATE REPORTING OF INDIANA
               William F. Daniels Prop. RPR/CP CM
23                    12922 Brighton Avenue
                     Carmel, Indiana  46032
24                       (317) 848-0088
   
25 
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 1             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: Good morning, ladies and


 2     gentleman.  The Indiana Civil Rights Commission is
 3     now in public meeting.  Seeing that we have a quorum,
 4     I want to next ask for approval of an adoption of the
 5     meeting minutes which are in your packet.  May I have
 6     a motion?
 7             COMMISSIONER BAYNARD: So moved.
 8             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: And a second?
 9             COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW: Second.
10             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: Thank you very much.


11     And we'll move next to the financial report.  Ms.
12     Cook?
13             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Ms. Cook is away


14     on vacation, I will be presenting the financial
15     report this morning, and did everyone get a copy of
16     the report?
17             (No response.)
18             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: So there's nothing


19     of terrible importance to document here.  There was
20     made mention of, as everyone knows, the cultural
21     commissions are under our purview now and most if not
22     all of the commissions have what's considered to be a
23     special fund in which they've been directed to
24     deplete those funds.  The special funds are used in
25     many cases to do fundraisers and things of that
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 1     nature.  One of the concerns with that was that they
 2     have a tendency to mingle with tax dollars and
 3     there's a little less oversight and direction or
 4     parameters, if you will, as to what those special
 5     funds can be used for, so to keep everything on the
 6     straight and narrow and prevent any confusion as to
 7     what is being done with tax dollars, those are pretty
 8     much being depleted.
 9             However, on average I think all the
10     commissions get somewhere in the neighborhood of 100
11     and $125,000 of general fund monies allocated to them
12     to pursue initiatives, programs throughout the year.
13     It's just that when you look at the budget and you
14     see next to nothing in the special fund, that's what
15     that special fund is for.
16             Outside of that, the overall Commission, the
17     ICRC, is doing well, we've met all of our projected
18     reversions.  Everything in the budget from our
19     vantage point looks good, no issues on our end.  We
20     have met our HUD contract and fulfilled that piece.
21             We have the EEOC contract which does not end
22     until September 30th, we've already completed that
23     and we have put our bid in for an upward modification
24     to allow us to submit more cases to the EEOC and
25     we're awaiting approval of that.  Outside of that
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 1     everything's good.
 2             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: Okay.
 3             COMMISSIONER RAMOS: I have a question of


 4     Executive Director Smith.  I sent a communication
 5     earlier that it just showed in the analysis, which I
 6     appreciate, that over the last eight years like the
 7     revenues that have been brought in are 300,000 or so
 8     less than they were previously, yet the caseloads
 9     haven't gone down, which speaks to efficiencies, any
10     comment on that or do you know if -- or that was the
11     high-level flyover on it.
12             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: I think a lot of


13     that comes from, well, we through a series of
14     probably about three or four years ended up reverting
15     quite a bit of the money back to the general fund,
16     and we weren't isolated in that, obviously there were
17     other agencies who had to do the same thing.
18             In a nutshell, we had to do in our case a lot
19     more with a lot less.  It forced us to take a good
20     hard look in the mirror to figure out, you know, what
21     our priorities were, we re-evaluated what the
22     objectives were.
23             If you'll recall correctly, when I came in,
24     one of the first things we did was put together a
25     strategic plan which we hadn't had at least when I
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 1     walked in and that kind of gave us some focus and
 2     with that came what those budgetary needs would be
 3     for each of those objectives.  Luckily for us we were
 4     able to achieve a lot of that at minimal cost, if you
 5     will, and continue to meet the reversions that came
 6     out each year.
 7             Partnerships that we keep both with the
 8     state, other state agencies like IHCDA, help to
 9     offset some of our outreach events that we put on
10     because they have similar objectives and initiatives
11     and things in terms of what they are trying to
12     accomplish, as well as Department of Education.  You
13     know, you guys get our newsletters.  We do a lot of
14     video now which would normally cost us a great deal
15     of money but we've partnered with them and use their
16     studios for free and partnering with community
17     organizations as well so that when we travel we help
18     to offset a lot of the expenses that we would incur
19     traveling and everything in between.
20             So although, to your point, the revenues have
21     gone down, we have actually done quite a bit more
22     with a lot less and, you know, we continue to look at
23     ways to improve not just in that area but every area
24     of the Commission.
25             COMMISSIONER RAMOS: Okay, congratulations to
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 1     you on that.  I think it's great, to you and to the
 2     staff.
 3             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Thanks, sir.  Any


 4     other questions on the financial report?
 5             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: We're ready to move on


 6     to old business, and the report of the Commissioners
 7     on the complaint appeals which they have reviewed.
 8     Commissioner Carter?
 9             COMMISSIONER CARTER: Madam Chair, I would


10     point out that the cases assigned to me and to
11     Commissioner Baynard are switched.  In the case of
12     Leticia Villanueva versus Kozul, Blago, and Zora I
13     recommend that we sustain the Deputy Director's
14     finding of no reasonable cause.
15             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: Thank you very much.


16     May I have a motion to approve that recommendation?
17             COMMISSIONER RAMOS: So moved.
18             COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW: Second.
19             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: All in favor?
20             (All respond "aye.")
21             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: Anyone opposed?
22             (No response.)
23             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: Thank you.  Commissioner


24     Baynard.
25             COMMISSIONER BAYNARD: Yes, Chair.  The case
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 1     of Louis Monteilh versus American Federation of
 2     State, County & Municipal Employees I'll recommend to
 3     the Commission that we uphold the Deputy Director's
 4     findings.
 5             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: May I have a motion to


 6     accept that recommendation?
 7             COMMISSIONER CARTER: So moved.
 8             COMMISSIONER GIDNEY: Second.
 9             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: Anyone opposed?
10             (No response.)
11             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: Thank you.  And there's


12     yet another case which you reviewed?
13             COMMISSIONER RAMOS: Yes, I have a case of


14  Shawna Vandever versus Equity Property Management and I
15  also move to uphold the Deputy Director's position of no
16  probable cause.
17             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: Thank you.  May I have a


18     motion to accept that recommendation?
19             COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW: So moved.
20             COMMISSIONER BAYNARD: Second.
21             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: And all in favor?
22             (All respond "aye.")
23             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: Anyone opposed?
24             (No response.)
25             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: Thank you.  I'd like to
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 1     assign to the Commissioners for review the cases
 2     listed in your agenda, Commissioner Ramos, J.C.
 3     Hallamon versus Motel 6 #775, and Commissioner
 4     Gidney.  I'm going to assign those two Teachers
 5     Credit Union cases to Commissioner Carter, J.D.
 6     McClane, Jr. versus Teachers Credit Union and
 7     Claudette Roberts versus Teachers Credit Union,
 8     please.
 9             And now for findings of fact, conclusions of
10     law and order.  There was one in our packet, as I
11     recall.  No?  No findings.  And a consent agreement?
12             MS. RINCONES-CHAVEZ: Not yet.  There wasn't


13     any -- We haven't had any for months, so --
14             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: There was one in the


15     packet that was mailed to me.
16             MS. RINCONES-CHAVEZ: I'll double-check.
17             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: Okay, all right, let's


18     move on to the Administrative Update.
19             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: All right, good


20     afternoon again -- good morning.  A couple things.
21     First, it looks like we have some cleanup we need to
22     do with this, so let me on behalf of the staff
23     apologize for any confusion we have and make sure
24     that we get this cleaned up and updated and sent out
25     more accurate to you guys.
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 1             So with that said, a few things.  Also, we
 2     will be taking a good look at our process in terms of
 3     how a case or complaint makes it through the
 4     Commission.  As you all know, Judge Lange retired in
 5     December, it took us a lot longer than I think anyone
 6     wanted before we found someone to take his place.
 7             We have Judge Noell Allen who has come in,
 8     and one of the benefits to that -- If you haven't met
 9     her, please take an opportunity to do so, but one of
10     the positives -- many positives because obviously her
11     being here is a positive, but one of the things I
12     think an unexpected positive was a fresh pair of
13     eyes.
14             Our previous judge had been here for a very
15     long time and the process seemed to be on auto-pilot
16     and so when new folks come in, a lot of what goes in
17     and out of the process may be unbeknownst to them,
18     myself included.
19             What Judge Allen has brought to my attention
20     are what could potentially be a few gaps in the
21     process in terms of where we are and what we have.
22     Of course, when she came in, because of the lapse,
23     there was a good chunk of cases that we needed to
24     catch up on and before even doing so get a good idea
25     about where those cases stood in the process.
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 1             There's one case in particular that I'd like
 2     to bring to the Commission's attention, it is the
 3     case of Toni Stevens and Schalanda Driver-Hogue
 4     versus MSD of Pike Township and it was a case that
 5     was heard by Judge Lange originally and reviewed but
 6     was never decided on, and if I go rogue here just cut
 7     me off.  It was presented to you guys as a
 8     commission, I don't have who specifically it was
 9     given to, but it was an intent to overturn the
10     original decision of no probable cause.
11             ALJ ALLEN: No, that's a different case.
12             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Oh, different


13     case.
14             ALJ ALLEN: This is related to a partial
15     objection to his retirement.
16             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Yes.  Sorry about


17     that.  So he had heard the case before making a
18     decision on the case.  Judge Lange retired.  The
19     respondent objected to him retiring, which I thought
20     was interesting, so as a result of their objection
21     they sent a letter in demanding that the case be
22     retried.
23             ALJ ALLEN: Yes.
24             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Okay, and so they


25     sent a letter to my attention and now having Judge
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 1     Allen kind of review the case and look at all things
 2     considered, and I'll read this here.  "Respondent,
 3     MSD of Pike Township, objects to ALJ Lange's
 4     resignation on December 26, 2012, citing a conflict
 5     with Indiana Rule of Trial Procedure 63 and Indiana
 6     law.  Respondents request a de novo hearing before a
 7     new ALJ or, in the alternative, retain jurisdiction
 8     in the matter.  Respondent cites to case law
 9     explaining that an ALJ is analogous to a trial court
10     judge who acts as a trier of fact in a judicial
11     hearing.  Trial Rule 63 states when a judge is no
12     longer available another judge can act on his behalf
13     but only after a verdict is returned or the findings
14     have been filed.  Since no findings were made on this
15     decision, then a new judge cannot sit in his place.
16             Further, respondent argues that a new ALJ is
17     unable to reweigh evidence, credibility of the
18     parties without personally observing the parties at a
19     hearing.  The Commission can deny the motion based on
20     the following authorities:  Indiana Code 22-9-1-6
21     cites this, 'The Commission may appoint an ALJ when
22     the Commission deems necessary.'  It was deemed
23     necessary, obviously, when ALJ Lange became
24     disqualified to render a decision on this case.
25     Judge Lange was disqualified pursuant to Indiana Code
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 1     4-21.5-3-10(a) when he, quote, failed to dispose of
 2     the subject of a proceeding in an orderly and
 3     reasonably prompt manner after written request by a
 4     party and, quote, failed to issue an order not later
 5     than 90 days after the conclusion of a hearing that
 6     began after June 30, 2011."
 7             So based on the above statutes and
 8     authorities or powers given to you as a commission, I
 9     would like to recommend the Commission take a vote on
10     overruling the respondent's partial objection to the
11     December 26, 2012 notice to have us completely retry
12     the case.
13             Judge Allen has been able to -- She has the
14     whole file and is able to review the cases on both
15     sides and after having a very frank conversation with
16     her feels that she can make a very objective decision
17     on the case based off of the information that's given
18     with no need to retry the case.  So you guys have the
19     final word, obviously, and I'd like to make my
20     recommendation that you guys vote to overrule the
21     respondent's objection.
22             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: Okay.  Is there any


23     discussion of the issue, any questions?
24             (No response.)
25             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: May I have a motion then
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 1     that essentially states what the Director suggests as
 2     the correct response?
 3             COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW: So moved.
 4             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: And a second?
 5             COMMISSIONER CARTER: Second.
 6             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: And all in favor?
 7             (All respond "aye.")
 8             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: All right.  Anyone
 9     opposed?
10             (No response.)
11             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: Thank you.
12             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Thank you.  Moving


13     on, a few things that we have in place.  Just to give
14     first an update about a lot of things that we have
15     going on, and again we try to be creative with a lot
16     of our outreach.
17             I place a huge emphasis on the education and
18     outreach things that we do, and our second annual
19     civil rights game will again take place here with the
20     Indianapolis Indians, pay homage to the old
21     Indianapolis Clowns Negro League with an opportunity
22     to promote the Commission to about 15,000 fans there
23     at Victory Field, so we encourage you guys as
24     Commissioners to come out.  It's August 3rd, which is
25     next Saturday, if I'm not mistaken, and if there's
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 1     any ticket requests we can talk offline for those and
 2     I'll make sure that we accommodate everyone as much
 3     as we can, so looking forward to that.
 4             In addition to that, as mentioned previously,
 5     we're very excited we have fulfilled our contractual
 6     obligations with both EEOC and HUD for this fiscal
 7     year.  In fact, the EEOC contract we're looking for
 8     an upward modification to be able to submit more
 9     cases and hopefully generate more revenue for the
10     Commission.
11             Looking forward to next April, Fair Housing
12     Month, of course we do something every April in
13     accordance with our contract with HUD.  This April
14     we're looking to host a pretty substantial event, I
15     believe it's the first week, the 7th and 8th, of
16     April, so we reserve basically this whole area, all
17     the conference rooms and the auditorium, and it's our
18     50th, so this marks the 50th year that the Commission
19     officially became the Indiana Civil Rights
20     Commission.  So in doing so we wanted to celebrate
21     accordingly, so we will be having as part of Fair
22     Housing Month a pretty substantial event here, so I
23     want to plant that seed in the back of everyone's
24     minds.  Obviously, the anchor will be fair housing
25     but we'll want to tackle as many issues as we can,
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 1     equitable education, equal employment and so on and
 2     so forth, so if you guys have any ideas as
 3     Commissioners or any suggestions in terms of contact
 4     speakers, et cetera, we'd like to hear those as well.
 5             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: April?
 6             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: 7th and 8th.  As


 7     we narrow that down we'll get specifics to you guys.
 8     We're pretty far away.  It is early April, I believe
 9     it's the 7th and 8th, so we want to eliminate as much
10     of the scheduling conflicts as we can.
11             COMMISSIONER RAMOS: Are there any surviving


12     members of the Commission, just out of curiosity?
13             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: From its
14     inception?
15             COMMISSIONER RAMOS: Yeah.
16             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: That's a very good


17     question.  I don't know off the top of my head but
18     that is something that we can definitely look at and
19     that might be a nice touch for the event to have some
20     of the folks that were here when the Commission
21     initially kicked off to be present at the 50th.
22     That's a good suggestion, definitely look into it,
23     definitely look into it.
24             Just came off of our IBE, what I like to call
25     "Hell Week," so one of the things that the Commission
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 1     sponsors is obviously the Education Conference which
 2     we thought went fairly well.  We're having some
 3     conversations with Indiana Black Expo right now about
 4     how to carry that further outside of Summer
 5     Celebration.
 6             One of the things that we're finding as a
 7     difficult thing to accomplish as it relates to
 8     education is to be able to connect with parents,
 9     grandparents, guardians, et cetera.  Typically when
10     we host the events that we host the turnout is not
11     necessarily the issue, typically we have a pretty
12     good turnout, the problem is the turnout is mostly
13     teachers and administrators and principals and folks
14     who know a good deal about what we're already
15     speaking of.  What we don't find in the audience are
16     the folks who really, really need the information.
17             As it relates to education, again, and I've
18     said this as we've taken on this piece, is that we're
19     not DOE, right, we're not the Office of Management
20     and Budget, so we don't set funding formulas, we
21     don't set core curriculum.  The Commission lives and
22     breathes in the area of discrimination and disparity,
23     so even as it relates to education, that's our
24     platform.  So, you know, two areas that we're
25     attempting to tackle here are disparate discipline
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 1     and then special ed, special education, and the
 2     disproportionate numbers of black and brown,
 3     specifically young black and brown boys that are in
 4     special education programs and what that means to and
 5     about their future, and it's unfortunate that so far
 6     when we host these events, you know, we have a low
 7     number of the parents, mothers and fathers and
 8     grandparents and guardians of these young people in
 9     attendance.
10             So be that as it may, the conversation now
11     going forward with IBE is about how we can conduct
12     some kind of event, summit, conference, et cetera,
13     that's outside of Summer Celebration, out of downtown
14     Indianapolis and perhaps in the communities and the
15     hearts of the hoods that these folks live, breathe
16     and play and really touch, you know, the segment of
17     the community that we're really trying to get ahold
18     of and if that means that we have to travel, then so
19     be it, but we figure we sponsor IBE to the tune of
20     more than enough to dictate that they help us through
21     that journey.
22             One of the positives to that, though, is they
23     have local chapters in various parts of the state
24     that hopefully we can tap into and help us facilitate
25     that objective.  So if you guys as Commissioners have
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 1     any insight or any ideas about how to help make that
 2     work, we'd love to hear that as well.
 3             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: If I may interrupt you.


 4     There are a couple of thoughts that come to mind and
 5     one of them I think you've already begun to explore
 6     and that it's to find venues where parking would not
 7     be a cost or an issue for parents or guardians.  I
 8     think that having to pay for parking is a big
 9     deterrent.
10             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Yes.
11             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: I think a natural fit
12     would be CLD or the Urban League as a venue and
13     community centers closer to the neighborhoods, which
14     you have already suggested as an idea.  I think, too,
15     that some conversation around the time of day and the
16     day of week that these talks would occur could also
17     be examined.
18             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Definitely.  All


19     of the suggestions -- and in all fairness, we have
20     attempted a lot of those.  One of the reasons I frown
21     upon having things like this downtown is because of
22     parking, it really does weigh on that piece.
23             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: And the Central Library,


24     you can negotiate with them for parking passes for
25     parents, I think, for something as important as this.
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 1             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Right.  The other


 2     thing about downtown, too, we've noticed, we've taken
 3     some surveys of a few parents that have come out and
 4     in addition to the parking, downtown frightens folks,
 5     it does, I mean unless you're coming to party.
 6     Coming into a government building, if you're not
 7     coming to work, it frightens folks and they're not
 8     coming, they're not coming, they flat out told us
 9     that, you know, they only come down here if there's
10     an issue they've got to work out, and so having to
11     come down for this I guess just kind of regenerates
12     some of those thoughts and feelings and they'd rather
13     just stay away.
14             And in all fairness, the staff has had some
15     of the meetings off site in various parts of the
16     state.  We've had some in Evansville, we've had some
17     in Gary, we've had some in South Bend in various
18     parts of the day and the evening, et cetera, et
19     cetera, and, even still, it's difficult to get folks
20     to come out, you know, so we're going to have to
21     figure out what kind of carrot we can dangle.
22             COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW: How was your turnout


23     in Evansville?
24             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Modest, at best.


25             COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW: Okay.
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 1             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: We had, if I


 2     recall correctly from that one, 13 parents that came.
 3             COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW: Maybe -- I still -- I


 4     think, if I'm correct, Billy D. Garrett is the
 5     chapter president of --
 6             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: NAACP.
 7             COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW: -- of NAACP in


 8     Evansville.  Do you have his contact information?
 9             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: We reached out to


10     him.  I did not attend the one in Evansville, in all
11     fairness, and I'm not sure whether he came.  I do
12     know that we reached out.  Wherever we're going we
13     try to reach out to the folks, even if they can't
14     come, to say "Hey, here's what we're doing, here's
15     what our thought processes are, and at a minimum
16     could you at least disseminate this to your folks
17     there in the community and invite them to come out?"
18     So I don't want to lie on him and say that he didn't
19     come.  He very, you know, well may have been there,
20     but I'm not a hundred percent sure.
21             COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW: Okay, well, for your


22     next event whenever you plan for Evansville let me
23     know --
24             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Definitely will.


25             COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW: -- and I can link up
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 1     with you and try to help get the word out.
 2             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Definitely will do


 3     so, definitely do so.
 4             COMMISSIONER RAMOS: And I would add to the


 5     comments that the school systems are probably a great
 6     vehicle because they're familiar with going to the
 7     school, they can get access to that with the
 8     principals, and the charter schools are particularly
 9     focused on these youth in many, many ways, and so
10     that's a great avenue.
11             And the last comment I would have is you need
12     someone that can speak Spanish because we have a lot
13     of people that are Latino certainly in the
14     Indianapolis area and certainly up in the northeast
15     as well.
16             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: So I will say


17     this --
18             COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW: We've got a growing


19     population in Evansville that are Spanish, but I have
20     a contact with a gentleman who works with the Spanish
21     community, but you might try churches.
22             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Well, a couple


23     things, let me say this because I bring that up just
24     because of my passion to make sure that that goes,
25     but keep in mind we talked about a few of those
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 1     things.  Address the first point, you're absolutely
 2     right, schools are a great avenue, if for nothing
 3     else they already have the contact information for
 4     the people that we're going to.  The sad part is
 5     specifically the public schools have been very
 6     reluctant to help in that regard and you can paint
 7     that picture to be whatever it is in terms of why
 8     they choose that route, but they have not been very
 9     open to having us come in.
10             Some argue that it's because of a large part
11     of what the conversation ultimately turns to is the
12     ability for parents to choose not to go to their
13     school at this point and, in all fairness, our
14     argument isn't that at this point but that is the
15     law, it is an option.  The charter schools are a
16     little bit more willing to help, but I think that
17     fear of choice because we are the State is something
18     that they shy away from, so we're having to navigate
19     through that piece.
20             The churches have probably been our biggest
21     ally in that, and in all honesty, I even think the
22     one in Evansville was held at a church and so we have
23     leveraged that, especially when it comes to the
24     Hispanic community, and that's a great segue to that
25     point and Commissioner Blackburn mentioned this
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 1     before about, you know, what some of the cultural
 2     commissions are doing.  It's been a good asset to
 3     have them underneath the umbrella now because we tap
 4     into a lot of those resources, so we do have Daniel
 5     Lopez who is the head of the Hispanic Commission,
 6     James Garrett of the Social Status of Black Males,
 7     and Kristin Garvey who is over the Women's Commission
 8     and we do tap into their contact base and leverage
 9     them as a commission to help facilitate these things,
10     specifically with the Hispanic community because we
11     do understand the linguistic barriers that exist when
12     dealing with those communities when we go.
13             And, in fact, one of the arguments for even
14     bringing them over is, aside from all the social
15     issues, a lot of their objectives are in line with
16     what the Commission is trying to do, so this
17     education argument is not an isolated argument, you
18     know, the Hispanic community has some of the same and
19     identical concerns as it relates to education as the
20     Indiana Civil Rights Commission does, as does the
21     Social Status of Black Males as it relates, you know,
22     to the things that we're trying to tackle in
23     education, so we definitely leverage those and we'll
24     continue to do so and it helps them because they get
25     to achieve a lot of those objectives and not
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 1     necessarily have to expend the cost of having to do
 2     it on their own, and the manpower they have extra as
 3     a sublessee, if you will, of the ICRC, so that works
 4     well.  But all of those are definitely great
 5     suggestions.  Even if we have already taken them into
 6     consideration, there's some that we want to continue
 7     to take into consideration, and as we move into your
 8     various parts or respective parts of the state we
 9     look to kind of tap into your wealth of knowledge and
10     resources as we move forward.
11             So the idea behind even bringing this up,
12     obviously, is, Number 1, plant the seed or replant
13     the seed because I've had this conversation about
14     education in earlier Commission meetings, but just so
15     you guys know as a commission that we have not
16     downshifted, if you will, in our fight for equitable
17     access to a quality education, that we're full speed
18     ahead and continuing to revisit the best way to
19     pursue that civil right for everyone in the state of
20     Indiana.  So any other thoughts and questions about
21     that piece at all?
22             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: Yes.  The efforts as you


23     describe them are directed towards the parents and
24     students, and I'm wondering if a separate or at least
25     a part of your effort might be towards the
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 1     educational community itself and engage more the
 2     teachers and administrators in the discussion
 3     certainly regarding special ed and disparate
 4     discipline.
 5             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Actually, I have


 6     to pat the agency on the back for that.  We've had
 7     great turnout from teachers and administrators and
 8     principals as it relates to these topics.  We had I
 9     want to say close to 200 of the principals and
10     teachers and administrators here during IBE week for
11     the Education Conference here.  We hosted one in Gary
12     and we hosted a separate one here in conjunction with
13     the Great Lakes Equity Center at IUPUI, we had over
14     170, 180 teachers and administrators.
15             We haven't had an issue of having them come
16     out.  Part of it is, you know, it's kind of a
17     professional development issue for them.  Diversity
18     is a hot topic, so it's not a foreign concept.
19     They're coming out and they reiterate a lot of what
20     we're talking about.  A lot of the numbers and
21     statistics they already know.  You know, we tend to
22     lean -- When we're speaking, the conversation kind of
23     fades into more of a cultural competency conversation
24     about how they can better do their job and what to
25     expect from various cultures, Hispanic cultures,
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 1     African-American cultures and so forth, even the
 2     Burmese, we had one in Fort Wayne and had a really
 3     good turnout there as well.  So those turnouts have
 4     been fantastic, but they're not the people who
 5     really, really, really, really, really, really need
 6     that information from what we've found out, they need
 7     some training and we'll continue to do that, but I
 8     think to your point, we're going to have to separate
 9     or be specific about who our target audience is when
10     we have these so we'll say moving forward when we
11     have an event this is specifically for teachers and
12     administrators and make sure -- That's not that
13     parents can't come, but that's specifically what this
14     is for and then when we have the other we'll make an
15     extreme effort to have more of the other and we'll
16     say this is specifically for parents, guardians,
17     grandparents and so forth and even the young people
18     themselves will come out and hear about the other
19     side of the coin, and that's the more difficult side
20     because there's less -- Well, I think the sentiment
21     there is there's less of an incentive for them to
22     come out on a Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,
23     Friday evening, right, and there's a ton of variables
24     and, you know, we sat down with the Department of
25     Education about this very thing and one of the things
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 1     that they tossed out is in dealing with special ed,
 2     for example, you know, you're dealing with some
 3     parents who there's a financial incentive for their
 4     child to be in special ed, so if your child is
 5     diagnosed with special ed --
 6             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: Really?
 7             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Yeah, it's a
 8     disability, so you can get a check.
 9             COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW: You get Social


10     Security.
11             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: Yeah, you get Social
12     Security, so you get a check for your child, so then
13     what happens is you move down the line and you need
14     to encourage that child to be off of special ed or
15     phase off of special ed and, you know, if you're
16     talking to a, you know, single parent who's in tough
17     financial situations or straits already, to have them
18     drop that is a completely different argument.  You
19     know what I mean?  So there's so many layers that we
20     have to work around.
21             And so when you talk about, you know,
22     bringing folks in to sit on a Wednesday, Tuesday,
23     Thursday evening about why your child should not be
24     in special ed, for example, "And, therefore, by the
25     way, you don't receive" whatever that -- you know,
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 1     that's a tough-sell to get them to come out.  It's
 2     unfortunate, you know, but in order to get to that
 3     ultimate goal we've got to be strategic about how we
 4     peel back the layers of that onion and that's where
 5     we are in terms of how we get out in these
 6     communities, which is why I think the first level is
 7     to leave off of our 30,000 foot perch here at the
 8     Government Center and make sure that we focus our
 9     efforts out in the actual communities, you know,
10     again where the folks we're trying to reach live,
11     workplace, et cetera.
12             COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW: Have you tried maybe


13     school board meetings, PTA meetings or neighborhood
14     association meetings?
15             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: We haven't done


16     the neighborhood association meetings, but we have
17     done the school board and the PTO meetings.  PTOs are
18     great.  So here's the other side of that coin.
19     Typically the parents at the PTO meeting are the
20     great parents.  That's the 13 that was there when we
21     went to Evansville, they were already there, no
22     problems there, and they tend to always be at the
23     meetings because -- In fact, their kids aren't really
24     the ones on special ed or have any issues that we're
25     talking about, it's the parents that aren't there at
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 1     the PTO meeting that we're trying to get in touch
 2     with, and so we've actually pulled in some of the
 3     PTOs in various parts of the state and trying to
 4     encourage them to help get the word out to the
 5     parents that aren't coming to say "Not only do we
 6     need you to be involved in, you know, just the
 7     every-day rigamarole of your child at your school,
 8     but come and get some of this additional information
 9     because, you know, your child may need it assuming he
10     or she is on, for example, special education or in
11     special education."
12             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: Could you give me an


13     example or two of the titles of these gatherings?
14     What do you call them?
15             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: A lot of them


16     they'll be education conferences, education summits.
17     ICRC is hosting in conjunction with the Terre Haute
18     Human Rights Commission, we're hosting an education
19     conference and we'll target that way.  Sometimes
20     we'll have it -- Yeah, I know, that's another thing
21     we have to figure out.  Yeah, again, it's come off
22     our high horse of the whole formality of it.  We have
23     to really -- I'm the first one to admit, you know, we
24     have to really rethink how we're doing this thing
25     again and come off the formal piece of it,
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 1     understanding that, you know, just because it makes
 2     sense to us on this end, it doesn't make sense to
 3     folks on the other end and so that's why we're really
 4     giving some thought to how we change.
 5             One of the things that we're really tossing
 6     back or tossing around is having a celebrity come in,
 7     someone we know appeals to the folks and having an
 8     event that will at least get them out, right, and
 9     then once they're subjected to the information that
10     we give them and get them that way.  So we're looking
11     at all kinds of things and the title of what we call
12     them is definitely something that we have to
13     reconsider.
14             COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW: You might try back-


15     to-school events, --
16             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: I'm glad that you


17     mentioned that, good segue.
18             COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW: -- because a lot of


19     folks come out, particularly the lower income, "I
20     need --
21             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Because they get


22     free stuff.
23             COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW: -- supplies for my


24     child."  The majority of them are lower income.  "Oh,
25     while you're here, guess what!"
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 1             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: So this will be


 2     the second year because last year we went and didn't
 3     realize it was going to be so good.  Here in
 4     Indianapolis we have what's arguably the largest
 5     back-to-school event in the state, and so we went
 6     last year really with the intent to just talk to
 7     folks about what the ICRC is doing.
 8             Staff called back and said "Man, there's over
 9     3000 parents here, right, this is like the largest
10     concentration of parents that we've ever got ahold
11     of," so we were working with the coordinators of that
12     program to see if we could get a bigger stage, right,
13     in order to submit that information.
14             But you're spot-on with that.  So we have the
15     Family Fun Filled, I believe it's their 15th
16     annual -- 15th Annual Family Fun Filled Back to
17     School Carnival which will be held at Julian Coleman
18     Academy Middle School here in Indianapolis on August
19     22nd and they give away tons of free stuff.  They
20     have a huge coming-out, if you will.  Last year they
21     had, like I said, two or 3000, I want to say 3000,
22     3000 people there and we're talking parents and
23     kids --
24             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: Yes.
25             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: -- and such.  One
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 1     of the things that we ran into because we would like
 2     to have like a mike and a stage and be able to talk
 3     to them directly, it's not set up that way and the
 4     people there kind of explained that to us, so we're
 5     trying to figure out a really cool way to put
 6     ourselves in their way, right, so they have to come
 7     at least through or by us to get whatever free stuff
 8     that they're getting, so that's where we are with the
 9     negotiations of the folks that are doing it and we
10     thought it was a worthwhile initiative to sponsor,
11     and so that's where we are as a commission.  So this
12     will be the first year that we've done that in this
13     capacity and I'll be able to report to you guys
14     afterwards about how effective it was.
15             COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW: Okay, maybe -- Like


16     the agency I'm employed at, we do indigent
17     assistance, helping people pay their gas and electric
18     bills, and a majority of those folks are at or below
19     200 percent of the poverty guideline, so a household
20     is probably making 15,000.  Each applicant is checked
21     disabled, so, you know, you two are parents and I'm
22     your child.  You two are not marked disabled but I
23     am, so we have a way of going in and tabulating and
24     pulling up households with disabled children, bam, it
25     pulls up, households, you know, that make less than
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 1     20,000, bam, pull that up, so maybe we can do some
 2     type of -- I would have to take it back to my CEO,
 3     obviously, to ask if you create a flyer, if we can
 4     mail those flyers out to those people, because we
 5     service about 6000 households for the three counties
 6     of Vanderburgh, Gibson and Posey, and they're the
 7     southern part, so maybe we can plant something like a
 8     huge back-to-school event with the CK Newsome Center,
 9     because there's a big stage, and then how we get
10     supplies and book bags and things like that, we can
11     probably get maybe some of the local larger auto
12     dealerships to contribute because sometimes they do
13     that and we can have a bigger --
14             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: That's an awesome


15     idea, I think you're on to something.  Let's talk a
16     little bit more offline about how we can work that
17     out.  What I would like to do, if we went down that
18     road, is avoid any kind of duplication because I
19     would imagine there's a back-to-school something
20     already going on in Evansville, there has to be.
21             COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW: Yeah.
22             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: So I would like to


23     figure out where that is and see if we can't pull all
24     of these people in and make what's already going on
25     bigger and better than it already is and get that
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 1     message to the folks that are going, but I think
 2     that's brilliant, I would love to have more
 3     conversation about that.
 4             COMMISSIONER RAMOS: The only thing I would


 5     add to it is, maybe tying into the 50 years, find
 6     some of the particular items that we went through the
 7     last 50 years that were civil rights oriented that
 8     people are going to stand up and pay attention to
 9     just kind of as a progression of showing where we've
10     gone and where we're headed but we still have some
11     challenges.  I think it makes it interesting to
12     people because otherwise this thing they're going to
13     fall asleep in, but if you can cast some particular
14     stories that you can put into it like La Voz De
15     Indiana, because there are stories on all sides of
16     the fence and I think it would be more interesting,
17     and then in the bottom of it, you know, "To learn
18     more about civil rights," because it's going to read
19     faster than "Here's the facts and, you know, state
20     statute 1, you know, IC" blah, blah, blah, blah,
21     blah.
22             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Good feedback,


23     good feedback.  Speaking of which, have you guys
24     seen -- I guess this is an open-ended question for
25     the Commission -- the 50th Anniversary Video?
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 1             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: 50th Anniversary Video?


 2             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Yes, Madam Chair,


 3     you are featured in the video.
 4             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: No, I've not seen it.


 5             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Okay, we need to


 6     make sure that gets out to you guys.  It's a
 7     documentary, I think it's about 7, 8 minutes long,
 8     that kind of, to your point, it talks about some of
 9     the things that were being fought for 50 years ago,
10     how we've moved through the last 50 years and where
11     the Commission is currently.  Very well done.
12             It was also done in conjunction with our
13     partnership with the IBE and the Youth Video
14     Institute, so young people helped us put this thing
15     together at the direction of Brad Meadows from our
16     office who is our communications guy and very well
17     done.  I think it does a good job of highlighting,
18     you know, kind of where we were, what we've come
19     through and then where we're going, so I will make a
20     note and make sure that we get that to you guys
21     specifically.  There's a link that we should be able
22     to -- I think it's on the website.  By the way, I'll
23     make sure I get that to you.  But we like to use
24     that, we're going to look to use that video as we
25     move through different events and initiatives, and
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 1     you sparked my, Commissioner Ramos, the thought
 2     process about that video.
 3             COMMISSIONER RAMOS: Hopefully that last song


 4     will be heard on Martin Luther King Day as part of
 5     that because that was such an inspiring song.
 6             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: That was a very


 7     inspiring song and it is not on the video.  However,
 8     we are looking to do some things with her moving
 9     forward.  Through some, I would argue, very good
10     counsel, she has not only copywritten her song but
11     she's looking to do some things with it, so we
12     were --
13             COMMISSIONER RAMOS: Great.
14             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: -- unable to work


15     out the details at the time we got the video done but
16     hopefully we can work with her in the future.  Any
17     other questions for me?
18             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: Be happy to be a part of


19     the brainstorming about back-to-school opportunities
20     for getting the school talk into the school fun that
21     accompanies that kind of gathering.  It makes so much
22     more sense than trying to do a lofty conference on
23     education, which appeals to very few people except
24     those already involved as educators.
25             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Exactly.  So we'll
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 1     do that.  Again, we're already jumping on the old
 2     back-to-school day bandwagon, so there's one here.
 3     There's also one in Anderson and Muncie that's a
 4     pretty big one as well, we're partnering with them.
 5     I don't have their date down, but they are one that
 6     we're partnering with as well.
 7             COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW: Now, is there a


 8     particular age bracket of children you're looking at
 9     because we have Headstart sites, too, when each year
10     we do it right before school starts because our
11     Headstart school year links closely with the regular
12     school year.  These are kids like, you know, six
13     weeks to six years, so I didn't know if maybe you
14     might want to get some of those parents who very
15     quickly will be hitting the school system because I
16     think we have maybe some 800 children --
17             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Okay.
18             COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW: -- in our pipeline.


19             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: In terms of the


20     age group, so we did the research, we pulled in IUPUI
21     and, let's see, IU, IUPUI, and some National Pew
22     Research, I forget the title of the organization, but
23     anyway, what they came back with is that special ed,
24     3rd grade is typically when they go in.  It does not
25     mean -- I guess the open-ended answer to your
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 1     question is all kids are welcome and parents of kids
 2     of all ages are welcome, you know, regardless of
 3     their age, but the largest number of special
 4     education in terms of the insertion is at the 3rd
 5     grade level.
 6             COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW: I can find out how


 7     many because a lot of our Headstart parents have, you
 8     know, a little-bitty one here in Headstart but then
 9     they have one that's in 3rd grade or 2nd grade or 4th
10     grade, so I can probably find out which one of the
11     parents --
12             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: That's a good


13     point because what the research also said was that
14     for parents with more than one child, if one child is
15     in special ed and especially if they go in special ed
16     at that 3rd to 4th grade mark, that every child after
17     that there's about an 85 to 90 percent chance that
18     that child also goes in special ed as well.
19             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: I suspect, however, that


20     if you try to approach the parents at that third year
21     or the teachers or anybody else it's a fait accompli,
22     they've already set them up to go into special ed in
23     the third year, they're not reading, they're behind
24     already, and that our efforts would probably be more
25     fruitful if you started the first year in reading
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 1     readiness and get them prepared so that they don't go
 2     into special ed.
 3             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: The research also


 4     shows that, and I forget percentage points and I do
 5     know that it was more than 50 percent, that the kids
 6     that were diagnosed with a learning disability, put
 7     into special ed, 50 percent of their focus group was
 8     later diagnosed to find that there wasn't really a
 9     learning disability as much as it was an inaptitude
10     or whomever that teacher that diagnosed them not
11     being able to handle, if you will, that child, so
12     they may have been a little more active than normal.
13     You know, maybe there was a link if we're dealing
14     with an Hispanic kid and it wasn't that the kid
15     really had a learning disability, it's just that
16     their English wasn't as good and if spoken in their
17     native tongue they knew everything, so there were a
18     few different barriers but a reluctance of the
19     diagnosing party to figure that out lead the kids to
20     be in special ed.
21             Two problems with that.  One is if the child
22     continues to stay on that track, you graduate with a
23     special ed degree, you got I think it was a
24     certificate or whatever that is, which you can do
25     nothing with.  The other side I think where we're
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 1     coming from is to, not placing blame on anyone, but
 2     if the parent is engaged, asking the questions that
 3     should be asked and where we come from is to arm them
 4     with what questions to ask, you know, if they're
 5     armed with that knowledge, then they can ensure that,
 6     you know, if their child genuinely needs the extra
 7     assistance that they get it but what they also get is
 8     a plan on which how "my" child will phase out of this
 9     and so that when he or she actually graduates they're
10     actually graduating with a degree that will allow
11     them to do and go on to do bigger and better things.
12             So I think that's the direction that we as a
13     commission are willing to come from.  I think that
14     keeps us out of the political weeds about who's right
15     and who's wrong, but, you know, to share information
16     of it all and making sure that specifically parents
17     are equipped with the information and knowledge that
18     they need I think will hedge a lot of the issues that
19     we're seeing.
20             COMMISSIONER RAMOS: I'm a little confused


21     because there's special education and then there's
22     learning disabilities, and special education, you
23     know, implies more of a mental deficiency where they
24     may not ever have a full potential and where a
25     learning disability like ADD or dyslexia or others
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 1     are also inflicted by all populations and so I am
 2     trying to differentiate --
 3             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Well, to my


 4     knowledge you can be diagnosed with a learning
 5     disability and not be placed on the special education
 6     track.  You can be requested to -- And there's some
 7     parents who, you know, you can say are fluent enough
 8     to get additional help.  Let's say their child is
 9     dyslexic, so they get additional -- they can afford
10     to get additional help, so the child stays on the
11     regular track, not a special education track, but
12     they have a learning disability, dyslexia as an
13     example, you know, but then there's the special
14     education track and that could be diagnosed with,
15     from what I understand, a number of different things
16     and the sad piece of the research shows it doesn't
17     necessarily have to be a learning disability, so to
18     speak, just a difference and I think that's where the
19     disparity lies and I think that's why the
20     disparity -- the numbers are so disparate when you
21     look at across the board for black and brown,
22     specifically males, and so things like ADD or what
23     they diagnose as ADD is diagnosed with, you know, a
24     special education problem or learning disability
25     problem, this child needs to be on a special
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 1     education track, and so that's where you get into
 2     conversations about cultural competency and how the
 3     teachers should learn and know how to respond and
 4     deal with children from a variety of different
 5     backgrounds and socioeconomic stances, but I think
 6     those two are separate in terms of where they fall in
 7     the conversation.
 8             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: Any other comment or


 9     questions, suggestions?
10             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: If no, then that


11     concludes my report for the day.  A pretty lengthy
12     one, I apologize, but I would love to follow up with
13     any of you off record about this conversation in
14     hopes that we can bring some assistance to what we're
15     trying to accomplish as a commission.  So thank you
16     for your time.
17             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: Thank you very much.


18     Are there any announcements?
19             COMMISSIONER CARTER: Madam Chair, I would


20     just like to observe for the record that today's the
21     23rd anniversary of the Americans with Disabilities
22     Act, and while there have been huge advances made in
23     many areas, we're still fighting some of the same
24     battles we did in 1992.
25             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: Do you want to elaborate
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 1     a little bit?
 2             COMMISSIONER CARTER: There are an awful lot


 3     of people who don't seem to have heard of it.  Of
 4     course it was 23 years ago, but there are other
 5     people who have been fighting the same battles
 6     because of other legislation for longer than that, or
 7     twice as long as that, at least.
 8             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Absolutely right.


 9             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: Any other comments?


10             (No response.)
11             CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN: The meeting is
12     adjourned.
13             (On July 26, 2013 at 12:15 p.m., this meeting
14     concluded.)
15 
16 
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10  attendance during the course of the hearing;
   
11 
   
12 
        That I later reduced my shorthand notes into the
13  foregoing typewritten transcript form, which typewritten
    transcript is a true record to the best of my ability of
14  the hearing;
   
15 
   
16 
        That I am not a relative or employee or attorney or
17  counsel of any of the parties, nor am I a relative or an
    employee of such attorney or counsel, and that I am not
18  financially interested in this action.
   
19 
   
20          IN WITNESS HERETO, I have affixed my
            Notarial Seal and subscribed my
21          signature below this 28th day of
            July, 2013.
22 
   
23 
    Notary Public
24  County of Residence:  Hamilton      (Seal)
    My Commission Expires on:  August 22, 2015
25 
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 1              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Good morning, ladies and
  


 2      gentleman.  The Indiana Civil Rights Commission is
  


 3      now in public meeting.  Seeing that we have a quorum,
  


 4      I want to next ask for approval of an adoption of the
  


 5      meeting minutes which are in your packet.  May I have
  


 6      a motion?
  


 7              COMMISSIONER BAYNARD:  So moved.
  


 8              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  And a second?
  


 9              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  Second.
  


10              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Thank you very much.
  


11      And we'll move next to the financial report.  Ms.
  


12      Cook?
  


13              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Ms. Cook is away
  


14      on vacation, I will be presenting the financial
  


15      report this morning, and did everyone get a copy of
  


16      the report?
  


17              (No response.)
  


18              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  So there's nothing
  


19      of terrible importance to document here.  There was
  


20      made mention of, as everyone knows, the cultural
  


21      commissions are under our purview now and most if not
  


22      all of the commissions have what's considered to be a
  


23      special fund in which they've been directed to
  


24      deplete those funds.  The special funds are used in
  


25      many cases to do fundraisers and things of that
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 1      nature.  One of the concerns with that was that they
  


 2      have a tendency to mingle with tax dollars and
  


 3      there's a little less oversight and direction or
  


 4      parameters, if you will, as to what those special
  


 5      funds can be used for, so to keep everything on the
  


 6      straight and narrow and prevent any confusion as to
  


 7      what is being done with tax dollars, those are pretty
  


 8      much being depleted.
  


 9              However, on average I think all the
  


10      commissions get somewhere in the neighborhood of 100
  


11      and $125,000 of general fund monies allocated to them
  


12      to pursue initiatives, programs throughout the year.
  


13      It's just that when you look at the budget and you
  


14      see next to nothing in the special fund, that's what
  


15      that special fund is for.
  


16              Outside of that, the overall Commission, the
  


17      ICRC, is doing well, we've met all of our projected
  


18      reversions.  Everything in the budget from our
  


19      vantage point looks good, no issues on our end.  We
  


20      have met our HUD contract and fulfilled that piece.
  


21              We have the EEOC contract which does not end
  


22      until September 30th, we've already completed that
  


23      and we have put our bid in for an upward modification
  


24      to allow us to submit more cases to the EEOC and
  


25      we're awaiting approval of that.  Outside of that
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 1      everything's good.
  


 2              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Okay.
  


 3              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  I have a question of
  


 4      Executive Director Smith.  I sent a communication
  


 5      earlier that it just showed in the analysis, which I
  


 6      appreciate, that over the last eight years like the
  


 7      revenues that have been brought in are 300,000 or so
  


 8      less than they were previously, yet the caseloads
  


 9      haven't gone down, which speaks to efficiencies, any
  


10      comment on that or do you know if -- or that was the
  


11      high-level flyover on it.
  


12              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  I think a lot of
  


13      that comes from, well, we through a series of
  


14      probably about three or four years ended up reverting
  


15      quite a bit of the money back to the general fund,
  


16      and we weren't isolated in that, obviously there were
  


17      other agencies who had to do the same thing.
  


18              In a nutshell, we had to do in our case a lot
  


19      more with a lot less.  It forced us to take a good
  


20      hard look in the mirror to figure out, you know, what
  


21      our priorities were, we re-evaluated what the
  


22      objectives were.
  


23              If you'll recall correctly, when I came in,
  


24      one of the first things we did was put together a
  


25      strategic plan which we hadn't had at least when I
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 1      walked in and that kind of gave us some focus and
  


 2      with that came what those budgetary needs would be
  


 3      for each of those objectives.  Luckily for us we were
  


 4      able to achieve a lot of that at minimal cost, if you
  


 5      will, and continue to meet the reversions that came
  


 6      out each year.
  


 7              Partnerships that we keep both with the
  


 8      state, other state agencies like IHCDA, help to
  


 9      offset some of our outreach events that we put on
  


10      because they have similar objectives and initiatives
  


11      and things in terms of what they are trying to
  


12      accomplish, as well as Department of Education.  You
  


13      know, you guys get our newsletters.  We do a lot of
  


14      video now which would normally cost us a great deal
  


15      of money but we've partnered with them and use their
  


16      studios for free and partnering with community
  


17      organizations as well so that when we travel we help
  


18      to offset a lot of the expenses that we would incur
  


19      traveling and everything in between.
  


20              So although, to your point, the revenues have
  


21      gone down, we have actually done quite a bit more
  


22      with a lot less and, you know, we continue to look at
  


23      ways to improve not just in that area but every area
  


24      of the Commission.
  


25              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Okay, congratulations to
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 1      you on that.  I think it's great, to you and to the
  


 2      staff.
  


 3              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Thanks, sir.  Any
  


 4      other questions on the financial report?
  


 5              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  We're ready to move on
  


 6      to old business, and the report of the Commissioners
  


 7      on the complaint appeals which they have reviewed.
  


 8      Commissioner Carter?
  


 9              COMMISSIONER CARTER:  Madam Chair, I would
  


10      point out that the cases assigned to me and to
  


11      Commissioner Baynard are switched.  In the case of
  


12      Leticia Villanueva versus Kozul, Blago, and Zora I
  


13      recommend that we sustain the Deputy Director's
  


14      finding of no reasonable cause.
  


15              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Thank you very much.
  


16      May I have a motion to approve that recommendation?
  


17              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  So moved.
  


18              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  Second.
  


19              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  All in favor?
  


20              (All respond "aye.")
  


21              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Anyone opposed?
  


22              (No response.)
  


23              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Thank you.  Commissioner
  


24      Baynard.
  


25              COMMISSIONER BAYNARD:  Yes, Chair.  The case
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 1      of Louis Monteilh versus American Federation of
  


 2      State, County & Municipal Employees I'll recommend to
  


 3      the Commission that we uphold the Deputy Director's
  


 4      findings.
  


 5              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  May I have a motion to
  


 6      accept that recommendation?
  


 7              COMMISSIONER CARTER:  So moved.
  


 8              COMMISSIONER GIDNEY:  Second.
  


 9              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Anyone opposed?
  


10              (No response.)
  


11              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Thank you.  And there's
  


12      yet another case which you reviewed?
  


13              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Yes, I have a case of
  


14   Shawna Vandever versus Equity Property Management and I
  


15   also move to uphold the Deputy Director's position of no
  


16   probable cause.
  


17              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Thank you.  May I have a
  


18      motion to accept that recommendation?
  


19              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  So moved.
  


20              COMMISSIONER BAYNARD:  Second.
  


21              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  And all in favor?
  


22              (All respond "aye.")
  


23              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Anyone opposed?
  


24              (No response.)
  


25              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Thank you.  I'd like to
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 1      assign to the Commissioners for review the cases
  


 2      listed in your agenda, Commissioner Ramos, J.C.
  


 3      Hallamon versus Motel 6 #775, and Commissioner
  


 4      Gidney.  I'm going to assign those two Teachers
  


 5      Credit Union cases to Commissioner Carter, J.D.
  


 6      McClane, Jr. versus Teachers Credit Union and
  


 7      Claudette Roberts versus Teachers Credit Union,
  


 8      please.
  


 9              And now for findings of fact, conclusions of
  


10      law and order.  There was one in our packet, as I
  


11      recall.  No?  No findings.  And a consent agreement?
  


12              MS. RINCONES-CHAVEZ:  Not yet.  There wasn't
  


13      any -- We haven't had any for months, so --
  


14              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  There was one in the
  


15      packet that was mailed to me.
  


16              MS. RINCONES-CHAVEZ:  I'll double-check.
  


17              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Okay, all right, let's
  


18      move on to the Administrative Update.
  


19              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  All right, good
  


20      afternoon again -- good morning.  A couple things.
  


21      First, it looks like we have some cleanup we need to
  


22      do with this, so let me on behalf of the staff
  


23      apologize for any confusion we have and make sure
  


24      that we get this cleaned up and updated and sent out
  


25      more accurate to you guys.
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 1              So with that said, a few things.  Also, we
  


 2      will be taking a good look at our process in terms of
  


 3      how a case or complaint makes it through the
  


 4      Commission.  As you all know, Judge Lange retired in
  


 5      December, it took us a lot longer than I think anyone
  


 6      wanted before we found someone to take his place.
  


 7              We have Judge Noell Allen who has come in,
  


 8      and one of the benefits to that -- If you haven't met
  


 9      her, please take an opportunity to do so, but one of
  


10      the positives -- many positives because obviously her
  


11      being here is a positive, but one of the things I
  


12      think an unexpected positive was a fresh pair of
  


13      eyes.
  


14              Our previous judge had been here for a very
  


15      long time and the process seemed to be on auto-pilot
  


16      and so when new folks come in, a lot of what goes in
  


17      and out of the process may be unbeknownst to them,
  


18      myself included.
  


19              What Judge Allen has brought to my attention
  


20      are what could potentially be a few gaps in the
  


21      process in terms of where we are and what we have.
  


22      Of course, when she came in, because of the lapse,
  


23      there was a good chunk of cases that we needed to
  


24      catch up on and before even doing so get a good idea
  


25      about where those cases stood in the process.
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 1              There's one case in particular that I'd like
  


 2      to bring to the Commission's attention, it is the
  


 3      case of Toni Stevens and Schalanda Driver-Hogue
  


 4      versus MSD of Pike Township and it was a case that
  


 5      was heard by Judge Lange originally and reviewed but
  


 6      was never decided on, and if I go rogue here just cut
  


 7      me off.  It was presented to you guys as a
  


 8      commission, I don't have who specifically it was
  


 9      given to, but it was an intent to overturn the
  


10      original decision of no probable cause.
  


11              ALJ ALLEN:  No, that's a different case.
  


12              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Oh, different
  


13      case.
  


14              ALJ ALLEN:  This is related to a partial
  


15      objection to his retirement.
  


16              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Yes.  Sorry about
  


17      that.  So he had heard the case before making a
  


18      decision on the case.  Judge Lange retired.  The
  


19      respondent objected to him retiring, which I thought
  


20      was interesting, so as a result of their objection
  


21      they sent a letter in demanding that the case be
  


22      retried.
  


23              ALJ ALLEN:  Yes.
  


24              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Okay, and so they
  


25      sent a letter to my attention and now having Judge
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 1      Allen kind of review the case and look at all things
  


 2      considered, and I'll read this here.  "Respondent,
  


 3      MSD of Pike Township, objects to ALJ Lange's
  


 4      resignation on December 26, 2012, citing a conflict
  


 5      with Indiana Rule of Trial Procedure 63 and Indiana
  


 6      law.  Respondents request a de novo hearing before a
  


 7      new ALJ or, in the alternative, retain jurisdiction
  


 8      in the matter.  Respondent cites to case law
  


 9      explaining that an ALJ is analogous to a trial court
  


10      judge who acts as a trier of fact in a judicial
  


11      hearing.  Trial Rule 63 states when a judge is no
  


12      longer available another judge can act on his behalf
  


13      but only after a verdict is returned or the findings
  


14      have been filed.  Since no findings were made on this
  


15      decision, then a new judge cannot sit in his place.
  


16              Further, respondent argues that a new ALJ is
  


17      unable to reweigh evidence, credibility of the
  


18      parties without personally observing the parties at a
  


19      hearing.  The Commission can deny the motion based on
  


20      the following authorities:  Indiana Code 22-9-1-6
  


21      cites this, 'The Commission may appoint an ALJ when
  


22      the Commission deems necessary.'  It was deemed
  


23      necessary, obviously, when ALJ Lange became
  


24      disqualified to render a decision on this case.
  


25      Judge Lange was disqualified pursuant to Indiana Code
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 1      4-21.5-3-10(a) when he, quote, failed to dispose of
  


 2      the subject of a proceeding in an orderly and
  


 3      reasonably prompt manner after written request by a
  


 4      party and, quote, failed to issue an order not later
  


 5      than 90 days after the conclusion of a hearing that
  


 6      began after June 30, 2011."
  


 7              So based on the above statutes and
  


 8      authorities or powers given to you as a commission, I
  


 9      would like to recommend the Commission take a vote on
  


10      overruling the respondent's partial objection to the
  


11      December 26, 2012 notice to have us completely retry
  


12      the case.
  


13              Judge Allen has been able to -- She has the
  


14      whole file and is able to review the cases on both
  


15      sides and after having a very frank conversation with
  


16      her feels that she can make a very objective decision
  


17      on the case based off of the information that's given
  


18      with no need to retry the case.  So you guys have the
  


19      final word, obviously, and I'd like to make my
  


20      recommendation that you guys vote to overrule the
  


21      respondent's objection.
  


22              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Okay.  Is there any
  


23      discussion of the issue, any questions?
  


24              (No response.)
  


25              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  May I have a motion then
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 1      that essentially states what the Director suggests as
  


 2      the correct response?
  


 3              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  So moved.
  


 4              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  And a second?
  


 5              COMMISSIONER CARTER:  Second.
  


 6              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  And all in favor?
  


 7              (All respond "aye.")
  


 8              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  All right.  Anyone
  


 9      opposed?
  


10              (No response.)
  


11              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Thank you.
  


12              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Thank you.  Moving
  


13      on, a few things that we have in place.  Just to give
  


14      first an update about a lot of things that we have
  


15      going on, and again we try to be creative with a lot
  


16      of our outreach.
  


17              I place a huge emphasis on the education and
  


18      outreach things that we do, and our second annual
  


19      civil rights game will again take place here with the
  


20      Indianapolis Indians, pay homage to the old
  


21      Indianapolis Clowns Negro League with an opportunity
  


22      to promote the Commission to about 15,000 fans there
  


23      at Victory Field, so we encourage you guys as
  


24      Commissioners to come out.  It's August 3rd, which is
  


25      next Saturday, if I'm not mistaken, and if there's
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 1      any ticket requests we can talk offline for those and
  


 2      I'll make sure that we accommodate everyone as much
  


 3      as we can, so looking forward to that.
  


 4              In addition to that, as mentioned previously,
  


 5      we're very excited we have fulfilled our contractual
  


 6      obligations with both EEOC and HUD for this fiscal
  


 7      year.  In fact, the EEOC contract we're looking for
  


 8      an upward modification to be able to submit more
  


 9      cases and hopefully generate more revenue for the
  


10      Commission.
  


11              Looking forward to next April, Fair Housing
  


12      Month, of course we do something every April in
  


13      accordance with our contract with HUD.  This April
  


14      we're looking to host a pretty substantial event, I
  


15      believe it's the first week, the 7th and 8th, of
  


16      April, so we reserve basically this whole area, all
  


17      the conference rooms and the auditorium, and it's our
  


18      50th, so this marks the 50th year that the Commission
  


19      officially became the Indiana Civil Rights
  


20      Commission.  So in doing so we wanted to celebrate
  


21      accordingly, so we will be having as part of Fair
  


22      Housing Month a pretty substantial event here, so I
  


23      want to plant that seed in the back of everyone's
  


24      minds.  Obviously, the anchor will be fair housing
  


25      but we'll want to tackle as many issues as we can,
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 1      equitable education, equal employment and so on and
  


 2      so forth, so if you guys have any ideas as
  


 3      Commissioners or any suggestions in terms of contact
  


 4      speakers, et cetera, we'd like to hear those as well.
  


 5              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  April?
  


 6              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  7th and 8th.  As
  


 7      we narrow that down we'll get specifics to you guys.
  


 8      We're pretty far away.  It is early April, I believe
  


 9      it's the 7th and 8th, so we want to eliminate as much
  


10      of the scheduling conflicts as we can.
  


11              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Are there any surviving
  


12      members of the Commission, just out of curiosity?
  


13              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  From its
  


14      inception?
  


15              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Yeah.
  


16              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  That's a very good
  


17      question.  I don't know off the top of my head but
  


18      that is something that we can definitely look at and
  


19      that might be a nice touch for the event to have some
  


20      of the folks that were here when the Commission
  


21      initially kicked off to be present at the 50th.
  


22      That's a good suggestion, definitely look into it,
  


23      definitely look into it.
  


24              Just came off of our IBE, what I like to call
  


25      "Hell Week," so one of the things that the Commission
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 1      sponsors is obviously the Education Conference which
  


 2      we thought went fairly well.  We're having some
  


 3      conversations with Indiana Black Expo right now about
  


 4      how to carry that further outside of Summer
  


 5      Celebration.
  


 6              One of the things that we're finding as a
  


 7      difficult thing to accomplish as it relates to
  


 8      education is to be able to connect with parents,
  


 9      grandparents, guardians, et cetera.  Typically when
  


10      we host the events that we host the turnout is not
  


11      necessarily the issue, typically we have a pretty
  


12      good turnout, the problem is the turnout is mostly
  


13      teachers and administrators and principals and folks
  


14      who know a good deal about what we're already
  


15      speaking of.  What we don't find in the audience are
  


16      the folks who really, really need the information.
  


17              As it relates to education, again, and I've
  


18      said this as we've taken on this piece, is that we're
  


19      not DOE, right, we're not the Office of Management
  


20      and Budget, so we don't set funding formulas, we
  


21      don't set core curriculum.  The Commission lives and
  


22      breathes in the area of discrimination and disparity,
  


23      so even as it relates to education, that's our
  


24      platform.  So, you know, two areas that we're
  


25      attempting to tackle here are disparate discipline
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 1      and then special ed, special education, and the
  


 2      disproportionate numbers of black and brown,
  


 3      specifically young black and brown boys that are in
  


 4      special education programs and what that means to and
  


 5      about their future, and it's unfortunate that so far
  


 6      when we host these events, you know, we have a low
  


 7      number of the parents, mothers and fathers and
  


 8      grandparents and guardians of these young people in
  


 9      attendance.
  


10              So be that as it may, the conversation now
  


11      going forward with IBE is about how we can conduct
  


12      some kind of event, summit, conference, et cetera,
  


13      that's outside of Summer Celebration, out of downtown
  


14      Indianapolis and perhaps in the communities and the
  


15      hearts of the hoods that these folks live, breathe
  


16      and play and really touch, you know, the segment of
  


17      the community that we're really trying to get ahold
  


18      of and if that means that we have to travel, then so
  


19      be it, but we figure we sponsor IBE to the tune of
  


20      more than enough to dictate that they help us through
  


21      that journey.
  


22              One of the positives to that, though, is they
  


23      have local chapters in various parts of the state
  


24      that hopefully we can tap into and help us facilitate
  


25      that objective.  So if you guys as Commissioners have
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 1      any insight or any ideas about how to help make that
  


 2      work, we'd love to hear that as well.
  


 3              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  If I may interrupt you.
  


 4      There are a couple of thoughts that come to mind and
  


 5      one of them I think you've already begun to explore
  


 6      and that it's to find venues where parking would not
  


 7      be a cost or an issue for parents or guardians.  I
  


 8      think that having to pay for parking is a big
  


 9      deterrent.
  


10              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Yes.
  


11              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  I think a natural fit
  


12      would be CLD or the Urban League as a venue and
  


13      community centers closer to the neighborhoods, which
  


14      you have already suggested as an idea.  I think, too,
  


15      that some conversation around the time of day and the
  


16      day of week that these talks would occur could also
  


17      be examined.
  


18              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Definitely.  All
  


19      of the suggestions -- and in all fairness, we have
  


20      attempted a lot of those.  One of the reasons I frown
  


21      upon having things like this downtown is because of
  


22      parking, it really does weigh on that piece.
  


23              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  And the Central Library,
  


24      you can negotiate with them for parking passes for
  


25      parents, I think, for something as important as this.
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 1              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Right.  The other
  


 2      thing about downtown, too, we've noticed, we've taken
  


 3      some surveys of a few parents that have come out and
  


 4      in addition to the parking, downtown frightens folks,
  


 5      it does, I mean unless you're coming to party.
  


 6      Coming into a government building, if you're not
  


 7      coming to work, it frightens folks and they're not
  


 8      coming, they're not coming, they flat out told us
  


 9      that, you know, they only come down here if there's
  


10      an issue they've got to work out, and so having to
  


11      come down for this I guess just kind of regenerates
  


12      some of those thoughts and feelings and they'd rather
  


13      just stay away.
  


14              And in all fairness, the staff has had some
  


15      of the meetings off site in various parts of the
  


16      state.  We've had some in Evansville, we've had some
  


17      in Gary, we've had some in South Bend in various
  


18      parts of the day and the evening, et cetera, et
  


19      cetera, and, even still, it's difficult to get folks
  


20      to come out, you know, so we're going to have to
  


21      figure out what kind of carrot we can dangle.
  


22              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  How was your turnout
  


23      in Evansville?
  


24              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Modest, at best.
  


25              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  Okay.
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 1              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  We had, if I
  


 2      recall correctly from that one, 13 parents that came.
  


 3              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  Maybe -- I still -- I
  


 4      think, if I'm correct, Billy D. Garrett is the
  


 5      chapter president of --
  


 6              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  NAACP.
  


 7              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  -- of NAACP in
  


 8      Evansville.  Do you have his contact information?
  


 9              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  We reached out to
  


10      him.  I did not attend the one in Evansville, in all
  


11      fairness, and I'm not sure whether he came.  I do
  


12      know that we reached out.  Wherever we're going we
  


13      try to reach out to the folks, even if they can't
  


14      come, to say "Hey, here's what we're doing, here's
  


15      what our thought processes are, and at a minimum
  


16      could you at least disseminate this to your folks
  


17      there in the community and invite them to come out?"
  


18      So I don't want to lie on him and say that he didn't
  


19      come.  He very, you know, well may have been there,
  


20      but I'm not a hundred percent sure.
  


21              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  Okay, well, for your
  


22      next event whenever you plan for Evansville let me
  


23      know --
  


24              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Definitely will.
  


25              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  -- and I can link up
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 1      with you and try to help get the word out.
  


 2              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Definitely will do
  


 3      so, definitely do so.
  


 4              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  And I would add to the
  


 5      comments that the school systems are probably a great
  


 6      vehicle because they're familiar with going to the
  


 7      school, they can get access to that with the
  


 8      principals, and the charter schools are particularly
  


 9      focused on these youth in many, many ways, and so
  


10      that's a great avenue.
  


11              And the last comment I would have is you need
  


12      someone that can speak Spanish because we have a lot
  


13      of people that are Latino certainly in the
  


14      Indianapolis area and certainly up in the northeast
  


15      as well.
  


16              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  So I will say
  


17      this --
  


18              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  We've got a growing
  


19      population in Evansville that are Spanish, but I have
  


20      a contact with a gentleman who works with the Spanish
  


21      community, but you might try churches.
  


22              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Well, a couple
  


23      things, let me say this because I bring that up just
  


24      because of my passion to make sure that that goes,
  


25      but keep in mind we talked about a few of those
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 1      things.  Address the first point, you're absolutely
  


 2      right, schools are a great avenue, if for nothing
  


 3      else they already have the contact information for
  


 4      the people that we're going to.  The sad part is
  


 5      specifically the public schools have been very
  


 6      reluctant to help in that regard and you can paint
  


 7      that picture to be whatever it is in terms of why
  


 8      they choose that route, but they have not been very
  


 9      open to having us come in.
  


10              Some argue that it's because of a large part
  


11      of what the conversation ultimately turns to is the
  


12      ability for parents to choose not to go to their
  


13      school at this point and, in all fairness, our
  


14      argument isn't that at this point but that is the
  


15      law, it is an option.  The charter schools are a
  


16      little bit more willing to help, but I think that
  


17      fear of choice because we are the State is something
  


18      that they shy away from, so we're having to navigate
  


19      through that piece.
  


20              The churches have probably been our biggest
  


21      ally in that, and in all honesty, I even think the
  


22      one in Evansville was held at a church and so we have
  


23      leveraged that, especially when it comes to the
  


24      Hispanic community, and that's a great segue to that
  


25      point and Commissioner Blackburn mentioned this
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 1      before about, you know, what some of the cultural
  


 2      commissions are doing.  It's been a good asset to
  


 3      have them underneath the umbrella now because we tap
  


 4      into a lot of those resources, so we do have Daniel
  


 5      Lopez who is the head of the Hispanic Commission,
  


 6      James Garrett of the Social Status of Black Males,
  


 7      and Kristin Garvey who is over the Women's Commission
  


 8      and we do tap into their contact base and leverage
  


 9      them as a commission to help facilitate these things,
  


10      specifically with the Hispanic community because we
  


11      do understand the linguistic barriers that exist when
  


12      dealing with those communities when we go.
  


13              And, in fact, one of the arguments for even
  


14      bringing them over is, aside from all the social
  


15      issues, a lot of their objectives are in line with
  


16      what the Commission is trying to do, so this
  


17      education argument is not an isolated argument, you
  


18      know, the Hispanic community has some of the same and
  


19      identical concerns as it relates to education as the
  


20      Indiana Civil Rights Commission does, as does the
  


21      Social Status of Black Males as it relates, you know,
  


22      to the things that we're trying to tackle in
  


23      education, so we definitely leverage those and we'll
  


24      continue to do so and it helps them because they get
  


25      to achieve a lot of those objectives and not
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 1      necessarily have to expend the cost of having to do
  


 2      it on their own, and the manpower they have extra as
  


 3      a sublessee, if you will, of the ICRC, so that works
  


 4      well.  But all of those are definitely great
  


 5      suggestions.  Even if we have already taken them into
  


 6      consideration, there's some that we want to continue
  


 7      to take into consideration, and as we move into your
  


 8      various parts or respective parts of the state we
  


 9      look to kind of tap into your wealth of knowledge and
  


10      resources as we move forward.
  


11              So the idea behind even bringing this up,
  


12      obviously, is, Number 1, plant the seed or replant
  


13      the seed because I've had this conversation about
  


14      education in earlier Commission meetings, but just so
  


15      you guys know as a commission that we have not
  


16      downshifted, if you will, in our fight for equitable
  


17      access to a quality education, that we're full speed
  


18      ahead and continuing to revisit the best way to
  


19      pursue that civil right for everyone in the state of
  


20      Indiana.  So any other thoughts and questions about
  


21      that piece at all?
  


22              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Yes.  The efforts as you
  


23      describe them are directed towards the parents and
  


24      students, and I'm wondering if a separate or at least
  


25      a part of your effort might be towards the
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 1      educational community itself and engage more the
  


 2      teachers and administrators in the discussion
  


 3      certainly regarding special ed and disparate
  


 4      discipline.
  


 5              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Actually, I have
  


 6      to pat the agency on the back for that.  We've had
  


 7      great turnout from teachers and administrators and
  


 8      principals as it relates to these topics.  We had I
  


 9      want to say close to 200 of the principals and
  


10      teachers and administrators here during IBE week for
  


11      the Education Conference here.  We hosted one in Gary
  


12      and we hosted a separate one here in conjunction with
  


13      the Great Lakes Equity Center at IUPUI, we had over
  


14      170, 180 teachers and administrators.
  


15              We haven't had an issue of having them come
  


16      out.  Part of it is, you know, it's kind of a
  


17      professional development issue for them.  Diversity
  


18      is a hot topic, so it's not a foreign concept.
  


19      They're coming out and they reiterate a lot of what
  


20      we're talking about.  A lot of the numbers and
  


21      statistics they already know.  You know, we tend to
  


22      lean -- When we're speaking, the conversation kind of
  


23      fades into more of a cultural competency conversation
  


24      about how they can better do their job and what to
  


25      expect from various cultures, Hispanic cultures,
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 1      African-American cultures and so forth, even the
  


 2      Burmese, we had one in Fort Wayne and had a really
  


 3      good turnout there as well.  So those turnouts have
  


 4      been fantastic, but they're not the people who
  


 5      really, really, really, really, really, really need
  


 6      that information from what we've found out, they need
  


 7      some training and we'll continue to do that, but I
  


 8      think to your point, we're going to have to separate
  


 9      or be specific about who our target audience is when
  


10      we have these so we'll say moving forward when we
  


11      have an event this is specifically for teachers and
  


12      administrators and make sure -- That's not that
  


13      parents can't come, but that's specifically what this
  


14      is for and then when we have the other we'll make an
  


15      extreme effort to have more of the other and we'll
  


16      say this is specifically for parents, guardians,
  


17      grandparents and so forth and even the young people
  


18      themselves will come out and hear about the other
  


19      side of the coin, and that's the more difficult side
  


20      because there's less -- Well, I think the sentiment
  


21      there is there's less of an incentive for them to
  


22      come out on a Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,
  


23      Friday evening, right, and there's a ton of variables
  


24      and, you know, we sat down with the Department of
  


25      Education about this very thing and one of the things
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 1      that they tossed out is in dealing with special ed,
  


 2      for example, you know, you're dealing with some
  


 3      parents who there's a financial incentive for their
  


 4      child to be in special ed, so if your child is
  


 5      diagnosed with special ed --
  


 6              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Really?
  


 7              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Yeah, it's a
  


 8      disability, so you can get a check.
  


 9              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  You get Social
  


10      Security.
  


11              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR:  Yeah, you get Social
  


12      Security, so you get a check for your child, so then
  


13      what happens is you move down the line and you need
  


14      to encourage that child to be off of special ed or
  


15      phase off of special ed and, you know, if you're
  


16      talking to a, you know, single parent who's in tough
  


17      financial situations or straits already, to have them
  


18      drop that is a completely different argument.  You
  


19      know what I mean?  So there's so many layers that we
  


20      have to work around.
  


21              And so when you talk about, you know,
  


22      bringing folks in to sit on a Wednesday, Tuesday,
  


23      Thursday evening about why your child should not be
  


24      in special ed, for example, "And, therefore, by the
  


25      way, you don't receive" whatever that -- you know,
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 1      that's a tough-sell to get them to come out.  It's
  


 2      unfortunate, you know, but in order to get to that
  


 3      ultimate goal we've got to be strategic about how we
  


 4      peel back the layers of that onion and that's where
  


 5      we are in terms of how we get out in these
  


 6      communities, which is why I think the first level is
  


 7      to leave off of our 30,000 foot perch here at the
  


 8      Government Center and make sure that we focus our
  


 9      efforts out in the actual communities, you know,
  


10      again where the folks we're trying to reach live,
  


11      workplace, et cetera.
  


12              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  Have you tried maybe
  


13      school board meetings, PTA meetings or neighborhood
  


14      association meetings?
  


15              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  We haven't done
  


16      the neighborhood association meetings, but we have
  


17      done the school board and the PTO meetings.  PTOs are
  


18      great.  So here's the other side of that coin.
  


19      Typically the parents at the PTO meeting are the
  


20      great parents.  That's the 13 that was there when we
  


21      went to Evansville, they were already there, no
  


22      problems there, and they tend to always be at the
  


23      meetings because -- In fact, their kids aren't really
  


24      the ones on special ed or have any issues that we're
  


25      talking about, it's the parents that aren't there at
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 1      the PTO meeting that we're trying to get in touch
  


 2      with, and so we've actually pulled in some of the
  


 3      PTOs in various parts of the state and trying to
  


 4      encourage them to help get the word out to the
  


 5      parents that aren't coming to say "Not only do we
  


 6      need you to be involved in, you know, just the
  


 7      every-day rigamarole of your child at your school,
  


 8      but come and get some of this additional information
  


 9      because, you know, your child may need it assuming he
  


10      or she is on, for example, special education or in
  


11      special education."
  


12              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Could you give me an
  


13      example or two of the titles of these gatherings?
  


14      What do you call them?
  


15              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  A lot of them
  


16      they'll be education conferences, education summits.
  


17      ICRC is hosting in conjunction with the Terre Haute
  


18      Human Rights Commission, we're hosting an education
  


19      conference and we'll target that way.  Sometimes
  


20      we'll have it -- Yeah, I know, that's another thing
  


21      we have to figure out.  Yeah, again, it's come off
  


22      our high horse of the whole formality of it.  We have
  


23      to really -- I'm the first one to admit, you know, we
  


24      have to really rethink how we're doing this thing
  


25      again and come off the formal piece of it,
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 1      understanding that, you know, just because it makes
  


 2      sense to us on this end, it doesn't make sense to
  


 3      folks on the other end and so that's why we're really
  


 4      giving some thought to how we change.
  


 5              One of the things that we're really tossing
  


 6      back or tossing around is having a celebrity come in,
  


 7      someone we know appeals to the folks and having an
  


 8      event that will at least get them out, right, and
  


 9      then once they're subjected to the information that
  


10      we give them and get them that way.  So we're looking
  


11      at all kinds of things and the title of what we call
  


12      them is definitely something that we have to
  


13      reconsider.
  


14              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  You might try back-
  


15      to-school events, --
  


16              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  I'm glad that you
  


17      mentioned that, good segue.
  


18              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  -- because a lot of
  


19      folks come out, particularly the lower income, "I
  


20      need --
  


21              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Because they get
  


22      free stuff.
  


23              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  -- supplies for my
  


24      child."  The majority of them are lower income.  "Oh,
  


25      while you're here, guess what!"
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 1              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  So this will be
  


 2      the second year because last year we went and didn't
  


 3      realize it was going to be so good.  Here in
  


 4      Indianapolis we have what's arguably the largest
  


 5      back-to-school event in the state, and so we went
  


 6      last year really with the intent to just talk to
  


 7      folks about what the ICRC is doing.
  


 8              Staff called back and said "Man, there's over
  


 9      3000 parents here, right, this is like the largest
  


10      concentration of parents that we've ever got ahold
  


11      of," so we were working with the coordinators of that
  


12      program to see if we could get a bigger stage, right,
  


13      in order to submit that information.
  


14              But you're spot-on with that.  So we have the
  


15      Family Fun Filled, I believe it's their 15th
  


16      annual -- 15th Annual Family Fun Filled Back to
  


17      School Carnival which will be held at Julian Coleman
  


18      Academy Middle School here in Indianapolis on August
  


19      22nd and they give away tons of free stuff.  They
  


20      have a huge coming-out, if you will.  Last year they
  


21      had, like I said, two or 3000, I want to say 3000,
  


22      3000 people there and we're talking parents and
  


23      kids --
  


24              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Yes.
  


25              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  -- and such.  One
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 1      of the things that we ran into because we would like
  


 2      to have like a mike and a stage and be able to talk
  


 3      to them directly, it's not set up that way and the
  


 4      people there kind of explained that to us, so we're
  


 5      trying to figure out a really cool way to put
  


 6      ourselves in their way, right, so they have to come
  


 7      at least through or by us to get whatever free stuff
  


 8      that they're getting, so that's where we are with the
  


 9      negotiations of the folks that are doing it and we
  


10      thought it was a worthwhile initiative to sponsor,
  


11      and so that's where we are as a commission.  So this
  


12      will be the first year that we've done that in this
  


13      capacity and I'll be able to report to you guys
  


14      afterwards about how effective it was.
  


15              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  Okay, maybe -- Like
  


16      the agency I'm employed at, we do indigent
  


17      assistance, helping people pay their gas and electric
  


18      bills, and a majority of those folks are at or below
  


19      200 percent of the poverty guideline, so a household
  


20      is probably making 15,000.  Each applicant is checked
  


21      disabled, so, you know, you two are parents and I'm
  


22      your child.  You two are not marked disabled but I
  


23      am, so we have a way of going in and tabulating and
  


24      pulling up households with disabled children, bam, it
  


25      pulls up, households, you know, that make less than
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 1      20,000, bam, pull that up, so maybe we can do some
  


 2      type of -- I would have to take it back to my CEO,
  


 3      obviously, to ask if you create a flyer, if we can
  


 4      mail those flyers out to those people, because we
  


 5      service about 6000 households for the three counties
  


 6      of Vanderburgh, Gibson and Posey, and they're the
  


 7      southern part, so maybe we can plant something like a
  


 8      huge back-to-school event with the CK Newsome Center,
  


 9      because there's a big stage, and then how we get
  


10      supplies and book bags and things like that, we can
  


11      probably get maybe some of the local larger auto
  


12      dealerships to contribute because sometimes they do
  


13      that and we can have a bigger --
  


14              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  That's an awesome
  


15      idea, I think you're on to something.  Let's talk a
  


16      little bit more offline about how we can work that
  


17      out.  What I would like to do, if we went down that
  


18      road, is avoid any kind of duplication because I
  


19      would imagine there's a back-to-school something
  


20      already going on in Evansville, there has to be.
  


21              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  Yeah.
  


22              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  So I would like to
  


23      figure out where that is and see if we can't pull all
  


24      of these people in and make what's already going on
  


25      bigger and better than it already is and get that
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 1      message to the folks that are going, but I think
  


 2      that's brilliant, I would love to have more
  


 3      conversation about that.
  


 4              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  The only thing I would
  


 5      add to it is, maybe tying into the 50 years, find
  


 6      some of the particular items that we went through the
  


 7      last 50 years that were civil rights oriented that
  


 8      people are going to stand up and pay attention to
  


 9      just kind of as a progression of showing where we've
  


10      gone and where we're headed but we still have some
  


11      challenges.  I think it makes it interesting to
  


12      people because otherwise this thing they're going to
  


13      fall asleep in, but if you can cast some particular
  


14      stories that you can put into it like La Voz De
  


15      Indiana, because there are stories on all sides of
  


16      the fence and I think it would be more interesting,
  


17      and then in the bottom of it, you know, "To learn
  


18      more about civil rights," because it's going to read
  


19      faster than "Here's the facts and, you know, state
  


20      statute 1, you know, IC" blah, blah, blah, blah,
  


21      blah.
  


22              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Good feedback,
  


23      good feedback.  Speaking of which, have you guys
  


24      seen -- I guess this is an open-ended question for
  


25      the Commission -- the 50th Anniversary Video?
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 1              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  50th Anniversary Video?
  


 2              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Yes, Madam Chair,
  


 3      you are featured in the video.
  


 4              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  No, I've not seen it.
  


 5              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Okay, we need to
  


 6      make sure that gets out to you guys.  It's a
  


 7      documentary, I think it's about 7, 8 minutes long,
  


 8      that kind of, to your point, it talks about some of
  


 9      the things that were being fought for 50 years ago,
  


10      how we've moved through the last 50 years and where
  


11      the Commission is currently.  Very well done.
  


12              It was also done in conjunction with our
  


13      partnership with the IBE and the Youth Video
  


14      Institute, so young people helped us put this thing
  


15      together at the direction of Brad Meadows from our
  


16      office who is our communications guy and very well
  


17      done.  I think it does a good job of highlighting,
  


18      you know, kind of where we were, what we've come
  


19      through and then where we're going, so I will make a
  


20      note and make sure that we get that to you guys
  


21      specifically.  There's a link that we should be able
  


22      to -- I think it's on the website.  By the way, I'll
  


23      make sure I get that to you.  But we like to use
  


24      that, we're going to look to use that video as we
  


25      move through different events and initiatives, and
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 1      you sparked my, Commissioner Ramos, the thought
  


 2      process about that video.
  


 3              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Hopefully that last song
  


 4      will be heard on Martin Luther King Day as part of
  


 5      that because that was such an inspiring song.
  


 6              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  That was a very
  


 7      inspiring song and it is not on the video.  However,
  


 8      we are looking to do some things with her moving
  


 9      forward.  Through some, I would argue, very good
  


10      counsel, she has not only copywritten her song but
  


11      she's looking to do some things with it, so we
  


12      were --
  


13              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Great.
  


14              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  -- unable to work
  


15      out the details at the time we got the video done but
  


16      hopefully we can work with her in the future.  Any
  


17      other questions for me?
  


18              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Be happy to be a part of
  


19      the brainstorming about back-to-school opportunities
  


20      for getting the school talk into the school fun that
  


21      accompanies that kind of gathering.  It makes so much
  


22      more sense than trying to do a lofty conference on
  


23      education, which appeals to very few people except
  


24      those already involved as educators.
  


25              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Exactly.  So we'll
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 1      do that.  Again, we're already jumping on the old
  


 2      back-to-school day bandwagon, so there's one here.
  


 3      There's also one in Anderson and Muncie that's a
  


 4      pretty big one as well, we're partnering with them.
  


 5      I don't have their date down, but they are one that
  


 6      we're partnering with as well.
  


 7              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  Now, is there a
  


 8      particular age bracket of children you're looking at
  


 9      because we have Headstart sites, too, when each year
  


10      we do it right before school starts because our
  


11      Headstart school year links closely with the regular
  


12      school year.  These are kids like, you know, six
  


13      weeks to six years, so I didn't know if maybe you
  


14      might want to get some of those parents who very
  


15      quickly will be hitting the school system because I
  


16      think we have maybe some 800 children --
  


17              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Okay.
  


18              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  -- in our pipeline.
  


19              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  In terms of the
  


20      age group, so we did the research, we pulled in IUPUI
  


21      and, let's see, IU, IUPUI, and some National Pew
  


22      Research, I forget the title of the organization, but
  


23      anyway, what they came back with is that special ed,
  


24      3rd grade is typically when they go in.  It does not
  


25      mean -- I guess the open-ended answer to your
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 1      question is all kids are welcome and parents of kids
  


 2      of all ages are welcome, you know, regardless of
  


 3      their age, but the largest number of special
  


 4      education in terms of the insertion is at the 3rd
  


 5      grade level.
  


 6              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  I can find out how
  


 7      many because a lot of our Headstart parents have, you
  


 8      know, a little-bitty one here in Headstart but then
  


 9      they have one that's in 3rd grade or 2nd grade or 4th
  


10      grade, so I can probably find out which one of the
  


11      parents --
  


12              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  That's a good
  


13      point because what the research also said was that
  


14      for parents with more than one child, if one child is
  


15      in special ed and especially if they go in special ed
  


16      at that 3rd to 4th grade mark, that every child after
  


17      that there's about an 85 to 90 percent chance that
  


18      that child also goes in special ed as well.
  


19              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  I suspect, however, that
  


20      if you try to approach the parents at that third year
  


21      or the teachers or anybody else it's a fait accompli,
  


22      they've already set them up to go into special ed in
  


23      the third year, they're not reading, they're behind
  


24      already, and that our efforts would probably be more
  


25      fruitful if you started the first year in reading
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 1      readiness and get them prepared so that they don't go
  


 2      into special ed.
  


 3              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  The research also
  


 4      shows that, and I forget percentage points and I do
  


 5      know that it was more than 50 percent, that the kids
  


 6      that were diagnosed with a learning disability, put
  


 7      into special ed, 50 percent of their focus group was
  


 8      later diagnosed to find that there wasn't really a
  


 9      learning disability as much as it was an inaptitude
  


10      or whomever that teacher that diagnosed them not
  


11      being able to handle, if you will, that child, so
  


12      they may have been a little more active than normal.
  


13      You know, maybe there was a link if we're dealing
  


14      with an Hispanic kid and it wasn't that the kid
  


15      really had a learning disability, it's just that
  


16      their English wasn't as good and if spoken in their
  


17      native tongue they knew everything, so there were a
  


18      few different barriers but a reluctance of the
  


19      diagnosing party to figure that out lead the kids to
  


20      be in special ed.
  


21              Two problems with that.  One is if the child
  


22      continues to stay on that track, you graduate with a
  


23      special ed degree, you got I think it was a
  


24      certificate or whatever that is, which you can do
  


25      nothing with.  The other side I think where we're
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 1      coming from is to, not placing blame on anyone, but
  


 2      if the parent is engaged, asking the questions that
  


 3      should be asked and where we come from is to arm them
  


 4      with what questions to ask, you know, if they're
  


 5      armed with that knowledge, then they can ensure that,
  


 6      you know, if their child genuinely needs the extra
  


 7      assistance that they get it but what they also get is
  


 8      a plan on which how "my" child will phase out of this
  


 9      and so that when he or she actually graduates they're
  


10      actually graduating with a degree that will allow
  


11      them to do and go on to do bigger and better things.
  


12              So I think that's the direction that we as a
  


13      commission are willing to come from.  I think that
  


14      keeps us out of the political weeds about who's right
  


15      and who's wrong, but, you know, to share information
  


16      of it all and making sure that specifically parents
  


17      are equipped with the information and knowledge that
  


18      they need I think will hedge a lot of the issues that
  


19      we're seeing.
  


20              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  I'm a little confused
  


21      because there's special education and then there's
  


22      learning disabilities, and special education, you
  


23      know, implies more of a mental deficiency where they
  


24      may not ever have a full potential and where a
  


25      learning disability like ADD or dyslexia or others
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 1      are also inflicted by all populations and so I am
  


 2      trying to differentiate --
  


 3              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Well, to my
  


 4      knowledge you can be diagnosed with a learning
  


 5      disability and not be placed on the special education
  


 6      track.  You can be requested to -- And there's some
  


 7      parents who, you know, you can say are fluent enough
  


 8      to get additional help.  Let's say their child is
  


 9      dyslexic, so they get additional -- they can afford
  


10      to get additional help, so the child stays on the
  


11      regular track, not a special education track, but
  


12      they have a learning disability, dyslexia as an
  


13      example, you know, but then there's the special
  


14      education track and that could be diagnosed with,
  


15      from what I understand, a number of different things
  


16      and the sad piece of the research shows it doesn't
  


17      necessarily have to be a learning disability, so to
  


18      speak, just a difference and I think that's where the
  


19      disparity lies and I think that's why the
  


20      disparity -- the numbers are so disparate when you
  


21      look at across the board for black and brown,
  


22      specifically males, and so things like ADD or what
  


23      they diagnose as ADD is diagnosed with, you know, a
  


24      special education problem or learning disability
  


25      problem, this child needs to be on a special
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 1      education track, and so that's where you get into
  


 2      conversations about cultural competency and how the
  


 3      teachers should learn and know how to respond and
  


 4      deal with children from a variety of different
  


 5      backgrounds and socioeconomic stances, but I think
  


 6      those two are separate in terms of where they fall in
  


 7      the conversation.
  


 8              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Any other comment or
  


 9      questions, suggestions?
  


10              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  If no, then that
  


11      concludes my report for the day.  A pretty lengthy
  


12      one, I apologize, but I would love to follow up with
  


13      any of you off record about this conversation in
  


14      hopes that we can bring some assistance to what we're
  


15      trying to accomplish as a commission.  So thank you
  


16      for your time.
  


17              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Thank you very much.
  


18      Are there any announcements?
  


19              COMMISSIONER CARTER:  Madam Chair, I would
  


20      just like to observe for the record that today's the
  


21      23rd anniversary of the Americans with Disabilities
  


22      Act, and while there have been huge advances made in
  


23      many areas, we're still fighting some of the same
  


24      battles we did in 1992.
  


25              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Do you want to elaborate
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 1      a little bit?
  


 2              COMMISSIONER CARTER:  There are an awful lot
  


 3      of people who don't seem to have heard of it.  Of
  


 4      course it was 23 years ago, but there are other
  


 5      people who have been fighting the same battles
  


 6      because of other legislation for longer than that, or
  


 7      twice as long as that, at least.
  


 8              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Absolutely right.
  


 9              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Any other comments?
  


10              (No response.)
  


11              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  The meeting is
  


12      adjourned.
  


13              (On July 26, 2013 at 12:15 p.m., this meeting
  


14      concluded.)
  


15
  


16
  


17
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21
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23
  


24
  


25
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            1              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Good morning, ladies and

            2      gentleman.  The Indiana Civil Rights Commission is

            3      now in public meeting.  Seeing that we have a quorum,

            4      I want to next ask for approval of an adoption of the

            5      meeting minutes which are in your packet.  May I have

            6      a motion?

            7              COMMISSIONER BAYNARD:  So moved.

            8              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  And a second?

            9              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  Second.

           10              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Thank you very much.

           11      And we'll move next to the financial report.  Ms.

           12      Cook?

           13              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Ms. Cook is away

           14      on vacation, I will be presenting the financial

           15      report this morning, and did everyone get a copy of

           16      the report?

           17              (No response.)

           18              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  So there's nothing

           19      of terrible importance to document here.  There was

           20      made mention of, as everyone knows, the cultural

           21      commissions are under our purview now and most if not

           22      all of the commissions have what's considered to be a

           23      special fund in which they've been directed to

           24      deplete those funds.  The special funds are used in

           25      many cases to do fundraisers and things of that
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            1      nature.  One of the concerns with that was that they

            2      have a tendency to mingle with tax dollars and

            3      there's a little less oversight and direction or

            4      parameters, if you will, as to what those special

            5      funds can be used for, so to keep everything on the

            6      straight and narrow and prevent any confusion as to

            7      what is being done with tax dollars, those are pretty

            8      much being depleted.

            9              However, on average I think all the

           10      commissions get somewhere in the neighborhood of 100

           11      and $125,000 of general fund monies allocated to them

           12      to pursue initiatives, programs throughout the year.

           13      It's just that when you look at the budget and you

           14      see next to nothing in the special fund, that's what

           15      that special fund is for.

           16              Outside of that, the overall Commission, the

           17      ICRC, is doing well, we've met all of our projected

           18      reversions.  Everything in the budget from our

           19      vantage point looks good, no issues on our end.  We

           20      have met our HUD contract and fulfilled that piece.

           21              We have the EEOC contract which does not end

           22      until September 30th, we've already completed that

           23      and we have put our bid in for an upward modification

           24      to allow us to submit more cases to the EEOC and

           25      we're awaiting approval of that.  Outside of that
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            1      everything's good.

            2              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Okay.

            3              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  I have a question of

            4      Executive Director Smith.  I sent a communication

            5      earlier that it just showed in the analysis, which I

            6      appreciate, that over the last eight years like the

            7      revenues that have been brought in are 300,000 or so

            8      less than they were previously, yet the caseloads

            9      haven't gone down, which speaks to efficiencies, any

           10      comment on that or do you know if -- or that was the

           11      high-level flyover on it.

           12              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  I think a lot of

           13      that comes from, well, we through a series of

           14      probably about three or four years ended up reverting

           15      quite a bit of the money back to the general fund,

           16      and we weren't isolated in that, obviously there were

           17      other agencies who had to do the same thing.

           18              In a nutshell, we had to do in our case a lot

           19      more with a lot less.  It forced us to take a good

           20      hard look in the mirror to figure out, you know, what

           21      our priorities were, we re-evaluated what the

           22      objectives were.

           23              If you'll recall correctly, when I came in,

           24      one of the first things we did was put together a

           25      strategic plan which we hadn't had at least when I
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            1      walked in and that kind of gave us some focus and

            2      with that came what those budgetary needs would be

            3      for each of those objectives.  Luckily for us we were

            4      able to achieve a lot of that at minimal cost, if you

            5      will, and continue to meet the reversions that came

            6      out each year.

            7              Partnerships that we keep both with the

            8      state, other state agencies like IHCDA, help to

            9      offset some of our outreach events that we put on

           10      because they have similar objectives and initiatives

           11      and things in terms of what they are trying to

           12      accomplish, as well as Department of Education.  You

           13      know, you guys get our newsletters.  We do a lot of

           14      video now which would normally cost us a great deal

           15      of money but we've partnered with them and use their

           16      studios for free and partnering with community

           17      organizations as well so that when we travel we help

           18      to offset a lot of the expenses that we would incur

           19      traveling and everything in between.

           20              So although, to your point, the revenues have

           21      gone down, we have actually done quite a bit more

           22      with a lot less and, you know, we continue to look at

           23      ways to improve not just in that area but every area

           24      of the Commission.

           25              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Okay, congratulations to
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            1      you on that.  I think it's great, to you and to the

            2      staff.

            3              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Thanks, sir.  Any

            4      other questions on the financial report?

            5              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  We're ready to move on

            6      to old business, and the report of the Commissioners

            7      on the complaint appeals which they have reviewed.

            8      Commissioner Carter?

            9              COMMISSIONER CARTER:  Madam Chair, I would

           10      point out that the cases assigned to me and to

           11      Commissioner Baynard are switched.  In the case of

           12      Leticia Villanueva versus Kozul, Blago, and Zora I

           13      recommend that we sustain the Deputy Director's

           14      finding of no reasonable cause.

           15              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Thank you very much.

           16      May I have a motion to approve that recommendation?

           17              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  So moved.

           18              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  Second.

           19              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  All in favor?

           20              (All respond "aye.")

           21              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Anyone opposed?

           22              (No response.)

           23              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Thank you.  Commissioner

           24      Baynard.

           25              COMMISSIONER BAYNARD:  Yes, Chair.  The case
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            1      of Louis Monteilh versus American Federation of

            2      State, County & Municipal Employees I'll recommend to

            3      the Commission that we uphold the Deputy Director's

            4      findings.

            5              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  May I have a motion to

            6      accept that recommendation?

            7              COMMISSIONER CARTER:  So moved.

            8              COMMISSIONER GIDNEY:  Second.

            9              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Anyone opposed?

           10              (No response.)

           11              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Thank you.  And there's

           12      yet another case which you reviewed?

           13              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Yes, I have a case of

           14   Shawna Vandever versus Equity Property Management and I

           15   also move to uphold the Deputy Director's position of no

           16   probable cause.

           17              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Thank you.  May I have a

           18      motion to accept that recommendation?

           19              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  So moved.

           20              COMMISSIONER BAYNARD:  Second.

           21              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  And all in favor?

           22              (All respond "aye.")

           23              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Anyone opposed?

           24              (No response.)

           25              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Thank you.  I'd like to
�
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            1      assign to the Commissioners for review the cases

            2      listed in your agenda, Commissioner Ramos, J.C.

            3      Hallamon versus Motel 6 #775, and Commissioner

            4      Gidney.  I'm going to assign those two Teachers

            5      Credit Union cases to Commissioner Carter, J.D.

            6      McClane, Jr. versus Teachers Credit Union and

            7      Claudette Roberts versus Teachers Credit Union,

            8      please.

            9              And now for findings of fact, conclusions of

           10      law and order.  There was one in our packet, as I

           11      recall.  No?  No findings.  And a consent agreement?

           12              MS. RINCONES-CHAVEZ:  Not yet.  There wasn't

           13      any -- We haven't had any for months, so --

           14              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  There was one in the

           15      packet that was mailed to me.

           16              MS. RINCONES-CHAVEZ:  I'll double-check.

           17              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Okay, all right, let's

           18      move on to the Administrative Update.

           19              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  All right, good

           20      afternoon again -- good morning.  A couple things.

           21      First, it looks like we have some cleanup we need to

           22      do with this, so let me on behalf of the staff

           23      apologize for any confusion we have and make sure

           24      that we get this cleaned up and updated and sent out

           25      more accurate to you guys.
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            1              So with that said, a few things.  Also, we

            2      will be taking a good look at our process in terms of

            3      how a case or complaint makes it through the

            4      Commission.  As you all know, Judge Lange retired in

            5      December, it took us a lot longer than I think anyone

            6      wanted before we found someone to take his place.

            7              We have Judge Noell Allen who has come in,

            8      and one of the benefits to that -- If you haven't met

            9      her, please take an opportunity to do so, but one of

           10      the positives -- many positives because obviously her

           11      being here is a positive, but one of the things I

           12      think an unexpected positive was a fresh pair of

           13      eyes.

           14              Our previous judge had been here for a very

           15      long time and the process seemed to be on auto-pilot

           16      and so when new folks come in, a lot of what goes in

           17      and out of the process may be unbeknownst to them,

           18      myself included.

           19              What Judge Allen has brought to my attention

           20      are what could potentially be a few gaps in the

           21      process in terms of where we are and what we have.

           22      Of course, when she came in, because of the lapse,

           23      there was a good chunk of cases that we needed to

           24      catch up on and before even doing so get a good idea

           25      about where those cases stood in the process.
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            1              There's one case in particular that I'd like

            2      to bring to the Commission's attention, it is the

            3      case of Toni Stevens and Schalanda Driver-Hogue

            4      versus MSD of Pike Township and it was a case that

            5      was heard by Judge Lange originally and reviewed but

            6      was never decided on, and if I go rogue here just cut

            7      me off.  It was presented to you guys as a

            8      commission, I don't have who specifically it was

            9      given to, but it was an intent to overturn the

           10      original decision of no probable cause.

           11              ALJ ALLEN:  No, that's a different case.

           12              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Oh, different

           13      case.

           14              ALJ ALLEN:  This is related to a partial

           15      objection to his retirement.

           16              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Yes.  Sorry about

           17      that.  So he had heard the case before making a

           18      decision on the case.  Judge Lange retired.  The

           19      respondent objected to him retiring, which I thought

           20      was interesting, so as a result of their objection

           21      they sent a letter in demanding that the case be

           22      retried.

           23              ALJ ALLEN:  Yes.

           24              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Okay, and so they

           25      sent a letter to my attention and now having Judge
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            1      Allen kind of review the case and look at all things

            2      considered, and I'll read this here.  "Respondent,

            3      MSD of Pike Township, objects to ALJ Lange's

            4      resignation on December 26, 2012, citing a conflict

            5      with Indiana Rule of Trial Procedure 63 and Indiana

            6      law.  Respondents request a de novo hearing before a

            7      new ALJ or, in the alternative, retain jurisdiction

            8      in the matter.  Respondent cites to case law

            9      explaining that an ALJ is analogous to a trial court

           10      judge who acts as a trier of fact in a judicial

           11      hearing.  Trial Rule 63 states when a judge is no

           12      longer available another judge can act on his behalf

           13      but only after a verdict is returned or the findings

           14      have been filed.  Since no findings were made on this

           15      decision, then a new judge cannot sit in his place.

           16              Further, respondent argues that a new ALJ is

           17      unable to reweigh evidence, credibility of the

           18      parties without personally observing the parties at a

           19      hearing.  The Commission can deny the motion based on

           20      the following authorities:  Indiana Code 22-9-1-6

           21      cites this, 'The Commission may appoint an ALJ when

           22      the Commission deems necessary.'  It was deemed

           23      necessary, obviously, when ALJ Lange became

           24      disqualified to render a decision on this case.

           25      Judge Lange was disqualified pursuant to Indiana Code
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            1      4-21.5-3-10(a) when he, quote, failed to dispose of

            2      the subject of a proceeding in an orderly and

            3      reasonably prompt manner after written request by a

            4      party and, quote, failed to issue an order not later

            5      than 90 days after the conclusion of a hearing that

            6      began after June 30, 2011."

            7              So based on the above statutes and

            8      authorities or powers given to you as a commission, I

            9      would like to recommend the Commission take a vote on

           10      overruling the respondent's partial objection to the

           11      December 26, 2012 notice to have us completely retry

           12      the case.

           13              Judge Allen has been able to -- She has the

           14      whole file and is able to review the cases on both

           15      sides and after having a very frank conversation with

           16      her feels that she can make a very objective decision

           17      on the case based off of the information that's given

           18      with no need to retry the case.  So you guys have the

           19      final word, obviously, and I'd like to make my

           20      recommendation that you guys vote to overrule the

           21      respondent's objection.

           22              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Okay.  Is there any

           23      discussion of the issue, any questions?

           24              (No response.)

           25              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  May I have a motion then
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            1      that essentially states what the Director suggests as

            2      the correct response?

            3              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  So moved.

            4              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  And a second?

            5              COMMISSIONER CARTER:  Second.

            6              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  And all in favor?

            7              (All respond "aye.")

            8              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  All right.  Anyone

            9      opposed?

           10              (No response.)

           11              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Thank you.

           12              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Thank you.  Moving

           13      on, a few things that we have in place.  Just to give

           14      first an update about a lot of things that we have

           15      going on, and again we try to be creative with a lot

           16      of our outreach.

           17              I place a huge emphasis on the education and

           18      outreach things that we do, and our second annual

           19      civil rights game will again take place here with the

           20      Indianapolis Indians, pay homage to the old

           21      Indianapolis Clowns Negro League with an opportunity

           22      to promote the Commission to about 15,000 fans there

           23      at Victory Field, so we encourage you guys as

           24      Commissioners to come out.  It's August 3rd, which is

           25      next Saturday, if I'm not mistaken, and if there's
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            1      any ticket requests we can talk offline for those and

            2      I'll make sure that we accommodate everyone as much

            3      as we can, so looking forward to that.

            4              In addition to that, as mentioned previously,

            5      we're very excited we have fulfilled our contractual

            6      obligations with both EEOC and HUD for this fiscal

            7      year.  In fact, the EEOC contract we're looking for

            8      an upward modification to be able to submit more

            9      cases and hopefully generate more revenue for the

           10      Commission.

           11              Looking forward to next April, Fair Housing

           12      Month, of course we do something every April in

           13      accordance with our contract with HUD.  This April

           14      we're looking to host a pretty substantial event, I

           15      believe it's the first week, the 7th and 8th, of

           16      April, so we reserve basically this whole area, all

           17      the conference rooms and the auditorium, and it's our

           18      50th, so this marks the 50th year that the Commission

           19      officially became the Indiana Civil Rights

           20      Commission.  So in doing so we wanted to celebrate

           21      accordingly, so we will be having as part of Fair

           22      Housing Month a pretty substantial event here, so I

           23      want to plant that seed in the back of everyone's

           24      minds.  Obviously, the anchor will be fair housing

           25      but we'll want to tackle as many issues as we can,
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            1      equitable education, equal employment and so on and

            2      so forth, so if you guys have any ideas as

            3      Commissioners or any suggestions in terms of contact

            4      speakers, et cetera, we'd like to hear those as well.

            5              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  April?

            6              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  7th and 8th.  As

            7      we narrow that down we'll get specifics to you guys.

            8      We're pretty far away.  It is early April, I believe

            9      it's the 7th and 8th, so we want to eliminate as much

           10      of the scheduling conflicts as we can.

           11              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Are there any surviving

           12      members of the Commission, just out of curiosity?

           13              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  From its

           14      inception?

           15              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Yeah.

           16              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  That's a very good

           17      question.  I don't know off the top of my head but

           18      that is something that we can definitely look at and

           19      that might be a nice touch for the event to have some

           20      of the folks that were here when the Commission

           21      initially kicked off to be present at the 50th.

           22      That's a good suggestion, definitely look into it,

           23      definitely look into it.

           24              Just came off of our IBE, what I like to call

           25      "Hell Week," so one of the things that the Commission
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            1      sponsors is obviously the Education Conference which

            2      we thought went fairly well.  We're having some

            3      conversations with Indiana Black Expo right now about

            4      how to carry that further outside of Summer

            5      Celebration.

            6              One of the things that we're finding as a

            7      difficult thing to accomplish as it relates to

            8      education is to be able to connect with parents,

            9      grandparents, guardians, et cetera.  Typically when

           10      we host the events that we host the turnout is not

           11      necessarily the issue, typically we have a pretty

           12      good turnout, the problem is the turnout is mostly

           13      teachers and administrators and principals and folks

           14      who know a good deal about what we're already

           15      speaking of.  What we don't find in the audience are

           16      the folks who really, really need the information.

           17              As it relates to education, again, and I've

           18      said this as we've taken on this piece, is that we're

           19      not DOE, right, we're not the Office of Management

           20      and Budget, so we don't set funding formulas, we

           21      don't set core curriculum.  The Commission lives and

           22      breathes in the area of discrimination and disparity,

           23      so even as it relates to education, that's our

           24      platform.  So, you know, two areas that we're

           25      attempting to tackle here are disparate discipline
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            1      and then special ed, special education, and the

            2      disproportionate numbers of black and brown,

            3      specifically young black and brown boys that are in

            4      special education programs and what that means to and

            5      about their future, and it's unfortunate that so far

            6      when we host these events, you know, we have a low

            7      number of the parents, mothers and fathers and

            8      grandparents and guardians of these young people in

            9      attendance.

           10              So be that as it may, the conversation now

           11      going forward with IBE is about how we can conduct

           12      some kind of event, summit, conference, et cetera,

           13      that's outside of Summer Celebration, out of downtown

           14      Indianapolis and perhaps in the communities and the

           15      hearts of the hoods that these folks live, breathe

           16      and play and really touch, you know, the segment of

           17      the community that we're really trying to get ahold

           18      of and if that means that we have to travel, then so

           19      be it, but we figure we sponsor IBE to the tune of

           20      more than enough to dictate that they help us through

           21      that journey.

           22              One of the positives to that, though, is they

           23      have local chapters in various parts of the state

           24      that hopefully we can tap into and help us facilitate

           25      that objective.  So if you guys as Commissioners have
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            1      any insight or any ideas about how to help make that

            2      work, we'd love to hear that as well.

            3              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  If I may interrupt you.

            4      There are a couple of thoughts that come to mind and

            5      one of them I think you've already begun to explore

            6      and that it's to find venues where parking would not

            7      be a cost or an issue for parents or guardians.  I

            8      think that having to pay for parking is a big

            9      deterrent.

           10              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Yes.

           11              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  I think a natural fit

           12      would be CLD or the Urban League as a venue and

           13      community centers closer to the neighborhoods, which

           14      you have already suggested as an idea.  I think, too,

           15      that some conversation around the time of day and the

           16      day of week that these talks would occur could also

           17      be examined.

           18              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Definitely.  All

           19      of the suggestions -- and in all fairness, we have

           20      attempted a lot of those.  One of the reasons I frown

           21      upon having things like this downtown is because of

           22      parking, it really does weigh on that piece.

           23              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  And the Central Library,

           24      you can negotiate with them for parking passes for

           25      parents, I think, for something as important as this.
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            1              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Right.  The other

            2      thing about downtown, too, we've noticed, we've taken

            3      some surveys of a few parents that have come out and

            4      in addition to the parking, downtown frightens folks,

            5      it does, I mean unless you're coming to party.

            6      Coming into a government building, if you're not

            7      coming to work, it frightens folks and they're not

            8      coming, they're not coming, they flat out told us

            9      that, you know, they only come down here if there's

           10      an issue they've got to work out, and so having to

           11      come down for this I guess just kind of regenerates

           12      some of those thoughts and feelings and they'd rather

           13      just stay away.

           14              And in all fairness, the staff has had some

           15      of the meetings off site in various parts of the

           16      state.  We've had some in Evansville, we've had some

           17      in Gary, we've had some in South Bend in various

           18      parts of the day and the evening, et cetera, et

           19      cetera, and, even still, it's difficult to get folks

           20      to come out, you know, so we're going to have to

           21      figure out what kind of carrot we can dangle.

           22              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  How was your turnout

           23      in Evansville?

           24              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Modest, at best.

           25              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  Okay.
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            1              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  We had, if I

            2      recall correctly from that one, 13 parents that came.

            3              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  Maybe -- I still -- I

            4      think, if I'm correct, Billy D. Garrett is the

            5      chapter president of --

            6              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  NAACP.

            7              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  -- of NAACP in

            8      Evansville.  Do you have his contact information?

            9              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  We reached out to

           10      him.  I did not attend the one in Evansville, in all

           11      fairness, and I'm not sure whether he came.  I do

           12      know that we reached out.  Wherever we're going we

           13      try to reach out to the folks, even if they can't

           14      come, to say "Hey, here's what we're doing, here's

           15      what our thought processes are, and at a minimum

           16      could you at least disseminate this to your folks

           17      there in the community and invite them to come out?"

           18      So I don't want to lie on him and say that he didn't

           19      come.  He very, you know, well may have been there,

           20      but I'm not a hundred percent sure.

           21              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  Okay, well, for your

           22      next event whenever you plan for Evansville let me

           23      know --

           24              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Definitely will.

           25              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  -- and I can link up
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            1      with you and try to help get the word out.

            2              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Definitely will do

            3      so, definitely do so.

            4              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  And I would add to the

            5      comments that the school systems are probably a great

            6      vehicle because they're familiar with going to the

            7      school, they can get access to that with the

            8      principals, and the charter schools are particularly

            9      focused on these youth in many, many ways, and so

           10      that's a great avenue.

           11              And the last comment I would have is you need

           12      someone that can speak Spanish because we have a lot

           13      of people that are Latino certainly in the

           14      Indianapolis area and certainly up in the northeast

           15      as well.

           16              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  So I will say

           17      this --

           18              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  We've got a growing

           19      population in Evansville that are Spanish, but I have

           20      a contact with a gentleman who works with the Spanish

           21      community, but you might try churches.

           22              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Well, a couple

           23      things, let me say this because I bring that up just

           24      because of my passion to make sure that that goes,

           25      but keep in mind we talked about a few of those
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            1      things.  Address the first point, you're absolutely

            2      right, schools are a great avenue, if for nothing

            3      else they already have the contact information for

            4      the people that we're going to.  The sad part is

            5      specifically the public schools have been very

            6      reluctant to help in that regard and you can paint

            7      that picture to be whatever it is in terms of why

            8      they choose that route, but they have not been very

            9      open to having us come in.

           10              Some argue that it's because of a large part

           11      of what the conversation ultimately turns to is the

           12      ability for parents to choose not to go to their

           13      school at this point and, in all fairness, our

           14      argument isn't that at this point but that is the

           15      law, it is an option.  The charter schools are a

           16      little bit more willing to help, but I think that

           17      fear of choice because we are the State is something

           18      that they shy away from, so we're having to navigate

           19      through that piece.

           20              The churches have probably been our biggest

           21      ally in that, and in all honesty, I even think the

           22      one in Evansville was held at a church and so we have

           23      leveraged that, especially when it comes to the

           24      Hispanic community, and that's a great segue to that

           25      point and Commissioner Blackburn mentioned this
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            1      before about, you know, what some of the cultural

            2      commissions are doing.  It's been a good asset to

            3      have them underneath the umbrella now because we tap

            4      into a lot of those resources, so we do have Daniel

            5      Lopez who is the head of the Hispanic Commission,

            6      James Garrett of the Social Status of Black Males,

            7      and Kristin Garvey who is over the Women's Commission

            8      and we do tap into their contact base and leverage

            9      them as a commission to help facilitate these things,

           10      specifically with the Hispanic community because we

           11      do understand the linguistic barriers that exist when

           12      dealing with those communities when we go.

           13              And, in fact, one of the arguments for even

           14      bringing them over is, aside from all the social

           15      issues, a lot of their objectives are in line with

           16      what the Commission is trying to do, so this

           17      education argument is not an isolated argument, you

           18      know, the Hispanic community has some of the same and

           19      identical concerns as it relates to education as the

           20      Indiana Civil Rights Commission does, as does the

           21      Social Status of Black Males as it relates, you know,

           22      to the things that we're trying to tackle in

           23      education, so we definitely leverage those and we'll

           24      continue to do so and it helps them because they get

           25      to achieve a lot of those objectives and not
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            1      necessarily have to expend the cost of having to do

            2      it on their own, and the manpower they have extra as

            3      a sublessee, if you will, of the ICRC, so that works

            4      well.  But all of those are definitely great

            5      suggestions.  Even if we have already taken them into

            6      consideration, there's some that we want to continue

            7      to take into consideration, and as we move into your

            8      various parts or respective parts of the state we

            9      look to kind of tap into your wealth of knowledge and

           10      resources as we move forward.

           11              So the idea behind even bringing this up,

           12      obviously, is, Number 1, plant the seed or replant

           13      the seed because I've had this conversation about

           14      education in earlier Commission meetings, but just so

           15      you guys know as a commission that we have not

           16      downshifted, if you will, in our fight for equitable

           17      access to a quality education, that we're full speed

           18      ahead and continuing to revisit the best way to

           19      pursue that civil right for everyone in the state of

           20      Indiana.  So any other thoughts and questions about

           21      that piece at all?

           22              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Yes.  The efforts as you

           23      describe them are directed towards the parents and

           24      students, and I'm wondering if a separate or at least

           25      a part of your effort might be towards the
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            1      educational community itself and engage more the

            2      teachers and administrators in the discussion

            3      certainly regarding special ed and disparate

            4      discipline.

            5              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Actually, I have

            6      to pat the agency on the back for that.  We've had

            7      great turnout from teachers and administrators and

            8      principals as it relates to these topics.  We had I

            9      want to say close to 200 of the principals and

           10      teachers and administrators here during IBE week for

           11      the Education Conference here.  We hosted one in Gary

           12      and we hosted a separate one here in conjunction with

           13      the Great Lakes Equity Center at IUPUI, we had over

           14      170, 180 teachers and administrators.

           15              We haven't had an issue of having them come

           16      out.  Part of it is, you know, it's kind of a

           17      professional development issue for them.  Diversity

           18      is a hot topic, so it's not a foreign concept.

           19      They're coming out and they reiterate a lot of what

           20      we're talking about.  A lot of the numbers and

           21      statistics they already know.  You know, we tend to

           22      lean -- When we're speaking, the conversation kind of

           23      fades into more of a cultural competency conversation

           24      about how they can better do their job and what to

           25      expect from various cultures, Hispanic cultures,
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            1      African-American cultures and so forth, even the

            2      Burmese, we had one in Fort Wayne and had a really

            3      good turnout there as well.  So those turnouts have

            4      been fantastic, but they're not the people who

            5      really, really, really, really, really, really need

            6      that information from what we've found out, they need

            7      some training and we'll continue to do that, but I

            8      think to your point, we're going to have to separate

            9      or be specific about who our target audience is when

           10      we have these so we'll say moving forward when we

           11      have an event this is specifically for teachers and

           12      administrators and make sure -- That's not that

           13      parents can't come, but that's specifically what this

           14      is for and then when we have the other we'll make an

           15      extreme effort to have more of the other and we'll

           16      say this is specifically for parents, guardians,

           17      grandparents and so forth and even the young people

           18      themselves will come out and hear about the other

           19      side of the coin, and that's the more difficult side

           20      because there's less -- Well, I think the sentiment

           21      there is there's less of an incentive for them to

           22      come out on a Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,

           23      Friday evening, right, and there's a ton of variables

           24      and, you know, we sat down with the Department of

           25      Education about this very thing and one of the things
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            1      that they tossed out is in dealing with special ed,

            2      for example, you know, you're dealing with some

            3      parents who there's a financial incentive for their

            4      child to be in special ed, so if your child is

            5      diagnosed with special ed --

            6              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Really?

            7              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Yeah, it's a

            8      disability, so you can get a check.

            9              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  You get Social

           10      Security.

           11              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR:  Yeah, you get Social

           12      Security, so you get a check for your child, so then

           13      what happens is you move down the line and you need

           14      to encourage that child to be off of special ed or

           15      phase off of special ed and, you know, if you're

           16      talking to a, you know, single parent who's in tough

           17      financial situations or straits already, to have them

           18      drop that is a completely different argument.  You

           19      know what I mean?  So there's so many layers that we

           20      have to work around.

           21              And so when you talk about, you know,

           22      bringing folks in to sit on a Wednesday, Tuesday,

           23      Thursday evening about why your child should not be

           24      in special ed, for example, "And, therefore, by the

           25      way, you don't receive" whatever that -- you know,
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            1      that's a tough-sell to get them to come out.  It's

            2      unfortunate, you know, but in order to get to that

            3      ultimate goal we've got to be strategic about how we

            4      peel back the layers of that onion and that's where

            5      we are in terms of how we get out in these

            6      communities, which is why I think the first level is

            7      to leave off of our 30,000 foot perch here at the

            8      Government Center and make sure that we focus our

            9      efforts out in the actual communities, you know,

           10      again where the folks we're trying to reach live,

           11      workplace, et cetera.

           12              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  Have you tried maybe

           13      school board meetings, PTA meetings or neighborhood

           14      association meetings?

           15              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  We haven't done

           16      the neighborhood association meetings, but we have

           17      done the school board and the PTO meetings.  PTOs are

           18      great.  So here's the other side of that coin.

           19      Typically the parents at the PTO meeting are the

           20      great parents.  That's the 13 that was there when we

           21      went to Evansville, they were already there, no

           22      problems there, and they tend to always be at the

           23      meetings because -- In fact, their kids aren't really

           24      the ones on special ed or have any issues that we're

           25      talking about, it's the parents that aren't there at
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            1      the PTO meeting that we're trying to get in touch

            2      with, and so we've actually pulled in some of the

            3      PTOs in various parts of the state and trying to

            4      encourage them to help get the word out to the

            5      parents that aren't coming to say "Not only do we

            6      need you to be involved in, you know, just the

            7      every-day rigamarole of your child at your school,

            8      but come and get some of this additional information

            9      because, you know, your child may need it assuming he

           10      or she is on, for example, special education or in

           11      special education."

           12              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Could you give me an

           13      example or two of the titles of these gatherings?

           14      What do you call them?

           15              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  A lot of them

           16      they'll be education conferences, education summits.

           17      ICRC is hosting in conjunction with the Terre Haute

           18      Human Rights Commission, we're hosting an education

           19      conference and we'll target that way.  Sometimes

           20      we'll have it -- Yeah, I know, that's another thing

           21      we have to figure out.  Yeah, again, it's come off

           22      our high horse of the whole formality of it.  We have

           23      to really -- I'm the first one to admit, you know, we

           24      have to really rethink how we're doing this thing

           25      again and come off the formal piece of it,
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            1      understanding that, you know, just because it makes

            2      sense to us on this end, it doesn't make sense to

            3      folks on the other end and so that's why we're really

            4      giving some thought to how we change.

            5              One of the things that we're really tossing

            6      back or tossing around is having a celebrity come in,

            7      someone we know appeals to the folks and having an

            8      event that will at least get them out, right, and

            9      then once they're subjected to the information that

           10      we give them and get them that way.  So we're looking

           11      at all kinds of things and the title of what we call

           12      them is definitely something that we have to

           13      reconsider.

           14              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  You might try back-

           15      to-school events, --

           16              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  I'm glad that you

           17      mentioned that, good segue.

           18              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  -- because a lot of

           19      folks come out, particularly the lower income, "I

           20      need --

           21              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Because they get

           22      free stuff.

           23              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  -- supplies for my

           24      child."  The majority of them are lower income.  "Oh,

           25      while you're here, guess what!"
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            1              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  So this will be

            2      the second year because last year we went and didn't

            3      realize it was going to be so good.  Here in

            4      Indianapolis we have what's arguably the largest

            5      back-to-school event in the state, and so we went

            6      last year really with the intent to just talk to

            7      folks about what the ICRC is doing.

            8              Staff called back and said "Man, there's over

            9      3000 parents here, right, this is like the largest

           10      concentration of parents that we've ever got ahold

           11      of," so we were working with the coordinators of that

           12      program to see if we could get a bigger stage, right,

           13      in order to submit that information.

           14              But you're spot-on with that.  So we have the

           15      Family Fun Filled, I believe it's their 15th

           16      annual -- 15th Annual Family Fun Filled Back to

           17      School Carnival which will be held at Julian Coleman

           18      Academy Middle School here in Indianapolis on August

           19      22nd and they give away tons of free stuff.  They

           20      have a huge coming-out, if you will.  Last year they

           21      had, like I said, two or 3000, I want to say 3000,

           22      3000 people there and we're talking parents and

           23      kids --

           24              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Yes.

           25              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  -- and such.  One
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            1      of the things that we ran into because we would like

            2      to have like a mike and a stage and be able to talk

            3      to them directly, it's not set up that way and the

            4      people there kind of explained that to us, so we're

            5      trying to figure out a really cool way to put

            6      ourselves in their way, right, so they have to come

            7      at least through or by us to get whatever free stuff

            8      that they're getting, so that's where we are with the

            9      negotiations of the folks that are doing it and we

           10      thought it was a worthwhile initiative to sponsor,

           11      and so that's where we are as a commission.  So this

           12      will be the first year that we've done that in this

           13      capacity and I'll be able to report to you guys

           14      afterwards about how effective it was.

           15              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  Okay, maybe -- Like

           16      the agency I'm employed at, we do indigent

           17      assistance, helping people pay their gas and electric

           18      bills, and a majority of those folks are at or below

           19      200 percent of the poverty guideline, so a household

           20      is probably making 15,000.  Each applicant is checked

           21      disabled, so, you know, you two are parents and I'm

           22      your child.  You two are not marked disabled but I

           23      am, so we have a way of going in and tabulating and

           24      pulling up households with disabled children, bam, it

           25      pulls up, households, you know, that make less than
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            1      20,000, bam, pull that up, so maybe we can do some

            2      type of -- I would have to take it back to my CEO,

            3      obviously, to ask if you create a flyer, if we can

            4      mail those flyers out to those people, because we

            5      service about 6000 households for the three counties

            6      of Vanderburgh, Gibson and Posey, and they're the

            7      southern part, so maybe we can plant something like a

            8      huge back-to-school event with the CK Newsome Center,

            9      because there's a big stage, and then how we get

           10      supplies and book bags and things like that, we can

           11      probably get maybe some of the local larger auto

           12      dealerships to contribute because sometimes they do

           13      that and we can have a bigger --

           14              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  That's an awesome

           15      idea, I think you're on to something.  Let's talk a

           16      little bit more offline about how we can work that

           17      out.  What I would like to do, if we went down that

           18      road, is avoid any kind of duplication because I

           19      would imagine there's a back-to-school something

           20      already going on in Evansville, there has to be.

           21              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  Yeah.

           22              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  So I would like to

           23      figure out where that is and see if we can't pull all

           24      of these people in and make what's already going on

           25      bigger and better than it already is and get that
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            1      message to the folks that are going, but I think

            2      that's brilliant, I would love to have more

            3      conversation about that.

            4              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  The only thing I would

            5      add to it is, maybe tying into the 50 years, find

            6      some of the particular items that we went through the

            7      last 50 years that were civil rights oriented that

            8      people are going to stand up and pay attention to

            9      just kind of as a progression of showing where we've

           10      gone and where we're headed but we still have some

           11      challenges.  I think it makes it interesting to

           12      people because otherwise this thing they're going to

           13      fall asleep in, but if you can cast some particular

           14      stories that you can put into it like La Voz De

           15      Indiana, because there are stories on all sides of

           16      the fence and I think it would be more interesting,

           17      and then in the bottom of it, you know, "To learn

           18      more about civil rights," because it's going to read

           19      faster than "Here's the facts and, you know, state

           20      statute 1, you know, IC" blah, blah, blah, blah,

           21      blah.

           22              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Good feedback,

           23      good feedback.  Speaking of which, have you guys

           24      seen -- I guess this is an open-ended question for

           25      the Commission -- the 50th Anniversary Video?
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            1              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  50th Anniversary Video?

            2              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Yes, Madam Chair,

            3      you are featured in the video.

            4              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  No, I've not seen it.

            5              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Okay, we need to

            6      make sure that gets out to you guys.  It's a

            7      documentary, I think it's about 7, 8 minutes long,

            8      that kind of, to your point, it talks about some of

            9      the things that were being fought for 50 years ago,

           10      how we've moved through the last 50 years and where

           11      the Commission is currently.  Very well done.

           12              It was also done in conjunction with our

           13      partnership with the IBE and the Youth Video

           14      Institute, so young people helped us put this thing

           15      together at the direction of Brad Meadows from our

           16      office who is our communications guy and very well

           17      done.  I think it does a good job of highlighting,

           18      you know, kind of where we were, what we've come

           19      through and then where we're going, so I will make a

           20      note and make sure that we get that to you guys

           21      specifically.  There's a link that we should be able

           22      to -- I think it's on the website.  By the way, I'll

           23      make sure I get that to you.  But we like to use

           24      that, we're going to look to use that video as we

           25      move through different events and initiatives, and
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            1      you sparked my, Commissioner Ramos, the thought

            2      process about that video.

            3              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Hopefully that last song

            4      will be heard on Martin Luther King Day as part of

            5      that because that was such an inspiring song.

            6              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  That was a very

            7      inspiring song and it is not on the video.  However,

            8      we are looking to do some things with her moving

            9      forward.  Through some, I would argue, very good

           10      counsel, she has not only copywritten her song but

           11      she's looking to do some things with it, so we

           12      were --

           13              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Great.

           14              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  -- unable to work

           15      out the details at the time we got the video done but

           16      hopefully we can work with her in the future.  Any

           17      other questions for me?

           18              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Be happy to be a part of

           19      the brainstorming about back-to-school opportunities

           20      for getting the school talk into the school fun that

           21      accompanies that kind of gathering.  It makes so much

           22      more sense than trying to do a lofty conference on

           23      education, which appeals to very few people except

           24      those already involved as educators.

           25              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Exactly.  So we'll
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            1      do that.  Again, we're already jumping on the old

            2      back-to-school day bandwagon, so there's one here.

            3      There's also one in Anderson and Muncie that's a

            4      pretty big one as well, we're partnering with them.

            5      I don't have their date down, but they are one that

            6      we're partnering with as well.

            7              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  Now, is there a

            8      particular age bracket of children you're looking at

            9      because we have Headstart sites, too, when each year

           10      we do it right before school starts because our

           11      Headstart school year links closely with the regular

           12      school year.  These are kids like, you know, six

           13      weeks to six years, so I didn't know if maybe you

           14      might want to get some of those parents who very

           15      quickly will be hitting the school system because I

           16      think we have maybe some 800 children --

           17              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Okay.

           18              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  -- in our pipeline.

           19              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  In terms of the

           20      age group, so we did the research, we pulled in IUPUI

           21      and, let's see, IU, IUPUI, and some National Pew

           22      Research, I forget the title of the organization, but

           23      anyway, what they came back with is that special ed,

           24      3rd grade is typically when they go in.  It does not

           25      mean -- I guess the open-ended answer to your
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            1      question is all kids are welcome and parents of kids

            2      of all ages are welcome, you know, regardless of

            3      their age, but the largest number of special

            4      education in terms of the insertion is at the 3rd

            5      grade level.

            6              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  I can find out how

            7      many because a lot of our Headstart parents have, you

            8      know, a little-bitty one here in Headstart but then

            9      they have one that's in 3rd grade or 2nd grade or 4th

           10      grade, so I can probably find out which one of the

           11      parents --

           12              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  That's a good

           13      point because what the research also said was that

           14      for parents with more than one child, if one child is

           15      in special ed and especially if they go in special ed

           16      at that 3rd to 4th grade mark, that every child after

           17      that there's about an 85 to 90 percent chance that

           18      that child also goes in special ed as well.

           19              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  I suspect, however, that

           20      if you try to approach the parents at that third year

           21      or the teachers or anybody else it's a fait accompli,

           22      they've already set them up to go into special ed in

           23      the third year, they're not reading, they're behind

           24      already, and that our efforts would probably be more

           25      fruitful if you started the first year in reading
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            1      readiness and get them prepared so that they don't go

            2      into special ed.

            3              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  The research also

            4      shows that, and I forget percentage points and I do

            5      know that it was more than 50 percent, that the kids

            6      that were diagnosed with a learning disability, put

            7      into special ed, 50 percent of their focus group was

            8      later diagnosed to find that there wasn't really a

            9      learning disability as much as it was an inaptitude

           10      or whomever that teacher that diagnosed them not

           11      being able to handle, if you will, that child, so

           12      they may have been a little more active than normal.

           13      You know, maybe there was a link if we're dealing

           14      with an Hispanic kid and it wasn't that the kid

           15      really had a learning disability, it's just that

           16      their English wasn't as good and if spoken in their

           17      native tongue they knew everything, so there were a

           18      few different barriers but a reluctance of the

           19      diagnosing party to figure that out lead the kids to

           20      be in special ed.

           21              Two problems with that.  One is if the child

           22      continues to stay on that track, you graduate with a

           23      special ed degree, you got I think it was a

           24      certificate or whatever that is, which you can do

           25      nothing with.  The other side I think where we're
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            1      coming from is to, not placing blame on anyone, but

            2      if the parent is engaged, asking the questions that

            3      should be asked and where we come from is to arm them

            4      with what questions to ask, you know, if they're

            5      armed with that knowledge, then they can ensure that,

            6      you know, if their child genuinely needs the extra

            7      assistance that they get it but what they also get is

            8      a plan on which how "my" child will phase out of this

            9      and so that when he or she actually graduates they're

           10      actually graduating with a degree that will allow

           11      them to do and go on to do bigger and better things.

           12              So I think that's the direction that we as a

           13      commission are willing to come from.  I think that

           14      keeps us out of the political weeds about who's right

           15      and who's wrong, but, you know, to share information

           16      of it all and making sure that specifically parents

           17      are equipped with the information and knowledge that

           18      they need I think will hedge a lot of the issues that

           19      we're seeing.

           20              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  I'm a little confused

           21      because there's special education and then there's

           22      learning disabilities, and special education, you

           23      know, implies more of a mental deficiency where they

           24      may not ever have a full potential and where a

           25      learning disability like ADD or dyslexia or others
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            1      are also inflicted by all populations and so I am

            2      trying to differentiate --

            3              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Well, to my

            4      knowledge you can be diagnosed with a learning

            5      disability and not be placed on the special education

            6      track.  You can be requested to -- And there's some

            7      parents who, you know, you can say are fluent enough

            8      to get additional help.  Let's say their child is

            9      dyslexic, so they get additional -- they can afford

           10      to get additional help, so the child stays on the

           11      regular track, not a special education track, but

           12      they have a learning disability, dyslexia as an

           13      example, you know, but then there's the special

           14      education track and that could be diagnosed with,

           15      from what I understand, a number of different things

           16      and the sad piece of the research shows it doesn't

           17      necessarily have to be a learning disability, so to

           18      speak, just a difference and I think that's where the

           19      disparity lies and I think that's why the

           20      disparity -- the numbers are so disparate when you

           21      look at across the board for black and brown,

           22      specifically males, and so things like ADD or what

           23      they diagnose as ADD is diagnosed with, you know, a

           24      special education problem or learning disability

           25      problem, this child needs to be on a special
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            1      education track, and so that's where you get into

            2      conversations about cultural competency and how the

            3      teachers should learn and know how to respond and

            4      deal with children from a variety of different

            5      backgrounds and socioeconomic stances, but I think

            6      those two are separate in terms of where they fall in

            7      the conversation.

            8              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Any other comment or

            9      questions, suggestions?

           10              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  If no, then that

           11      concludes my report for the day.  A pretty lengthy

           12      one, I apologize, but I would love to follow up with

           13      any of you off record about this conversation in

           14      hopes that we can bring some assistance to what we're

           15      trying to accomplish as a commission.  So thank you

           16      for your time.

           17              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Thank you very much.

           18      Are there any announcements?

           19              COMMISSIONER CARTER:  Madam Chair, I would

           20      just like to observe for the record that today's the

           21      23rd anniversary of the Americans with Disabilities

           22      Act, and while there have been huge advances made in

           23      many areas, we're still fighting some of the same

           24      battles we did in 1992.

           25              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Do you want to elaborate
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            1      a little bit?

            2              COMMISSIONER CARTER:  There are an awful lot

            3      of people who don't seem to have heard of it.  Of

            4      course it was 23 years ago, but there are other

            5      people who have been fighting the same battles

            6      because of other legislation for longer than that, or

            7      twice as long as that, at least.

            8              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Absolutely right.

            9              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Any other comments?

           10              (No response.)

           11              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  The meeting is

           12      adjourned.

           13              (On July 26, 2013 at 12:15 p.m., this meeting

           14      concluded.)
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 1              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Good morning, ladies and
 2      gentleman.  The Indiana Civil Rights Commission is
 3      now in public meeting.  Seeing that we have a quorum,
 4      I want to next ask for approval of an adoption of the
 5      meeting minutes which are in your packet.  May I have
 6      a motion?
 7              COMMISSIONER BAYNARD:  So moved.
 8              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  And a second?
 9              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  Second.
10              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Thank you very much.
11      And we'll move next to the financial report.  Ms.
12      Cook?
13              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Ms. Cook is away
14      on vacation, I will be presenting the financial
15      report this morning, and did everyone get a copy of
16      the report?
17              (No response.)
18              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  So there's nothing
19      of terrible importance to document here.  There was
20      made mention of, as everyone knows, the cultural
21      commissions are under our purview now and most if not
22      all of the commissions have what's considered to be a
23      special fund in which they've been directed to
24      deplete those funds.  The special funds are used in
25      many cases to do fundraisers and things of that
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 1      nature.  One of the concerns with that was that they
 2      have a tendency to mingle with tax dollars and
 3      there's a little less oversight and direction or
 4      parameters, if you will, as to what those special
 5      funds can be used for, so to keep everything on the
 6      straight and narrow and prevent any confusion as to
 7      what is being done with tax dollars, those are pretty
 8      much being depleted.
 9              However, on average I think all the
10      commissions get somewhere in the neighborhood of 100
11      and $125,000 of general fund monies allocated to them
12      to pursue initiatives, programs throughout the year.
13      It's just that when you look at the budget and you
14      see next to nothing in the special fund, that's what
15      that special fund is for.
16              Outside of that, the overall Commission, the
17      ICRC, is doing well, we've met all of our projected
18      reversions.  Everything in the budget from our
19      vantage point looks good, no issues on our end.  We
20      have met our HUD contract and fulfilled that piece.
21              We have the EEOC contract which does not end
22      until September 30th, we've already completed that
23      and we have put our bid in for an upward modification
24      to allow us to submit more cases to the EEOC and
25      we're awaiting approval of that.  Outside of that
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 1      everything's good.
 2              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Okay.
 3              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  I have a question of
 4      Executive Director Smith.  I sent a communication
 5      earlier that it just showed in the analysis, which I
 6      appreciate, that over the last eight years like the
 7      revenues that have been brought in are 300,000 or so
 8      less than they were previously, yet the caseloads
 9      haven't gone down, which speaks to efficiencies, any
10      comment on that or do you know if -- or that was the
11      high-level flyover on it.
12              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  I think a lot of
13      that comes from, well, we through a series of
14      probably about three or four years ended up reverting
15      quite a bit of the money back to the general fund,
16      and we weren't isolated in that, obviously there were
17      other agencies who had to do the same thing.
18              In a nutshell, we had to do in our case a lot
19      more with a lot less.  It forced us to take a good
20      hard look in the mirror to figure out, you know, what
21      our priorities were, we re-evaluated what the
22      objectives were.
23              If you'll recall correctly, when I came in,
24      one of the first things we did was put together a
25      strategic plan which we hadn't had at least when I
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 1      walked in and that kind of gave us some focus and
 2      with that came what those budgetary needs would be
 3      for each of those objectives.  Luckily for us we were
 4      able to achieve a lot of that at minimal cost, if you
 5      will, and continue to meet the reversions that came
 6      out each year.
 7              Partnerships that we keep both with the
 8      state, other state agencies like IHCDA, help to
 9      offset some of our outreach events that we put on
10      because they have similar objectives and initiatives
11      and things in terms of what they are trying to
12      accomplish, as well as Department of Education.  You
13      know, you guys get our newsletters.  We do a lot of
14      video now which would normally cost us a great deal
15      of money but we've partnered with them and use their
16      studios for free and partnering with community
17      organizations as well so that when we travel we help
18      to offset a lot of the expenses that we would incur
19      traveling and everything in between.
20              So although, to your point, the revenues have
21      gone down, we have actually done quite a bit more
22      with a lot less and, you know, we continue to look at
23      ways to improve not just in that area but every area
24      of the Commission.
25              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Okay, congratulations to
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 1      you on that.  I think it's great, to you and to the
 2      staff.
 3              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Thanks, sir.  Any
 4      other questions on the financial report?
 5              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  We're ready to move on
 6      to old business, and the report of the Commissioners
 7      on the complaint appeals which they have reviewed.
 8      Commissioner Carter?
 9              COMMISSIONER CARTER:  Madam Chair, I would
10      point out that the cases assigned to me and to
11      Commissioner Baynard are switched.  In the case of
12      Leticia Villanueva versus Kozul, Blago, and Zora I
13      recommend that we sustain the Deputy Director's
14      finding of no reasonable cause.
15              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Thank you very much.
16      May I have a motion to approve that recommendation?
17              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  So moved.
18              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  Second.
19              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  All in favor?
20              (All respond "aye.")
21              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Anyone opposed?
22              (No response.)
23              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Thank you.  Commissioner
24      Baynard.
25              COMMISSIONER BAYNARD:  Yes, Chair.  The case
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 1      of Louis Monteilh versus American Federation of
 2      State, County & Municipal Employees I'll recommend to
 3      the Commission that we uphold the Deputy Director's
 4      findings.
 5              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  May I have a motion to
 6      accept that recommendation?
 7              COMMISSIONER CARTER:  So moved.
 8              COMMISSIONER GIDNEY:  Second.
 9              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Anyone opposed?
10              (No response.)
11              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Thank you.  And there's
12      yet another case which you reviewed?
13              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Yes, I have a case of
14   Shawna Vandever versus Equity Property Management and I
15   also move to uphold the Deputy Director's position of no
16   probable cause.
17              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Thank you.  May I have a
18      motion to accept that recommendation?
19              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  So moved.
20              COMMISSIONER BAYNARD:  Second.
21              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  And all in favor?
22              (All respond "aye.")
23              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Anyone opposed?
24              (No response.)
25              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Thank you.  I'd like to
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 1      assign to the Commissioners for review the cases
 2      listed in your agenda, Commissioner Ramos, J.C.
 3      Hallamon versus Motel 6 #775, and Commissioner
 4      Gidney.  I'm going to assign those two Teachers
 5      Credit Union cases to Commissioner Carter, J.D.
 6      McClane, Jr. versus Teachers Credit Union and
 7      Claudette Roberts versus Teachers Credit Union,
 8      please.
 9              And now for findings of fact, conclusions of
10      law and order.  There was one in our packet, as I
11      recall.  No?  No findings.  And a consent agreement?
12              MS. RINCONES-CHAVEZ:  Not yet.  There wasn't
13      any -- We haven't had any for months, so --
14              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  There was one in the
15      packet that was mailed to me.
16              MS. RINCONES-CHAVEZ:  I'll double-check.
17              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Okay, all right, let's
18      move on to the Administrative Update.
19              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  All right, good
20      afternoon again -- good morning.  A couple things.
21      First, it looks like we have some cleanup we need to
22      do with this, so let me on behalf of the staff
23      apologize for any confusion we have and make sure
24      that we get this cleaned up and updated and sent out
25      more accurate to you guys.
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 1              So with that said, a few things.  Also, we
 2      will be taking a good look at our process in terms of
 3      how a case or complaint makes it through the
 4      Commission.  As you all know, Judge Lange retired in
 5      December, it took us a lot longer than I think anyone
 6      wanted before we found someone to take his place.
 7              We have Judge Noell Allen who has come in,
 8      and one of the benefits to that -- If you haven't met
 9      her, please take an opportunity to do so, but one of
10      the positives -- many positives because obviously her
11      being here is a positive, but one of the things I
12      think an unexpected positive was a fresh pair of
13      eyes.
14              Our previous judge had been here for a very
15      long time and the process seemed to be on auto-pilot
16      and so when new folks come in, a lot of what goes in
17      and out of the process may be unbeknownst to them,
18      myself included.
19              What Judge Allen has brought to my attention
20      are what could potentially be a few gaps in the
21      process in terms of where we are and what we have.
22      Of course, when she came in, because of the lapse,
23      there was a good chunk of cases that we needed to
24      catch up on and before even doing so get a good idea
25      about where those cases stood in the process.
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 1              There's one case in particular that I'd like
 2      to bring to the Commission's attention, it is the
 3      case of Toni Stevens and Schalanda Driver-Hogue
 4      versus MSD of Pike Township and it was a case that
 5      was heard by Judge Lange originally and reviewed but
 6      was never decided on, and if I go rogue here just cut
 7      me off.  It was presented to you guys as a
 8      commission, I don't have who specifically it was
 9      given to, but it was an intent to overturn the
10      original decision of no probable cause.
11              ALJ ALLEN:  No, that's a different case.
12              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Oh, different
13      case.
14              ALJ ALLEN:  This is related to a partial
15      objection to his retirement.
16              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Yes.  Sorry about
17      that.  So he had heard the case before making a
18      decision on the case.  Judge Lange retired.  The
19      respondent objected to him retiring, which I thought
20      was interesting, so as a result of their objection
21      they sent a letter in demanding that the case be
22      retried.
23              ALJ ALLEN:  Yes.
24              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Okay, and so they
25      sent a letter to my attention and now having Judge
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 1      Allen kind of review the case and look at all things
 2      considered, and I'll read this here.  "Respondent,
 3      MSD of Pike Township, objects to ALJ Lange's
 4      resignation on December 26, 2012, citing a conflict
 5      with Indiana Rule of Trial Procedure 63 and Indiana
 6      law.  Respondents request a de novo hearing before a
 7      new ALJ or, in the alternative, retain jurisdiction
 8      in the matter.  Respondent cites to case law
 9      explaining that an ALJ is analogous to a trial court
10      judge who acts as a trier of fact in a judicial
11      hearing.  Trial Rule 63 states when a judge is no
12      longer available another judge can act on his behalf
13      but only after a verdict is returned or the findings
14      have been filed.  Since no findings were made on this
15      decision, then a new judge cannot sit in his place.
16              Further, respondent argues that a new ALJ is
17      unable to reweigh evidence, credibility of the
18      parties without personally observing the parties at a
19      hearing.  The Commission can deny the motion based on
20      the following authorities:  Indiana Code 22-9-1-6
21      cites this, 'The Commission may appoint an ALJ when
22      the Commission deems necessary.'  It was deemed
23      necessary, obviously, when ALJ Lange became
24      disqualified to render a decision on this case.
25      Judge Lange was disqualified pursuant to Indiana Code
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 1      4-21.5-3-10(a) when he, quote, failed to dispose of
 2      the subject of a proceeding in an orderly and
 3      reasonably prompt manner after written request by a
 4      party and, quote, failed to issue an order not later
 5      than 90 days after the conclusion of a hearing that
 6      began after June 30, 2011."
 7              So based on the above statutes and
 8      authorities or powers given to you as a commission, I
 9      would like to recommend the Commission take a vote on
10      overruling the respondent's partial objection to the
11      December 26, 2012 notice to have us completely retry
12      the case.
13              Judge Allen has been able to -- She has the
14      whole file and is able to review the cases on both
15      sides and after having a very frank conversation with
16      her feels that she can make a very objective decision
17      on the case based off of the information that's given
18      with no need to retry the case.  So you guys have the
19      final word, obviously, and I'd like to make my
20      recommendation that you guys vote to overrule the
21      respondent's objection.
22              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Okay.  Is there any
23      discussion of the issue, any questions?
24              (No response.)
25              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  May I have a motion then
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 1      that essentially states what the Director suggests as
 2      the correct response?
 3              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  So moved.
 4              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  And a second?
 5              COMMISSIONER CARTER:  Second.
 6              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  And all in favor?
 7              (All respond "aye.")
 8              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  All right.  Anyone
 9      opposed?
10              (No response.)
11              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Thank you.
12              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Thank you.  Moving
13      on, a few things that we have in place.  Just to give
14      first an update about a lot of things that we have
15      going on, and again we try to be creative with a lot
16      of our outreach.
17              I place a huge emphasis on the education and
18      outreach things that we do, and our second annual
19      civil rights game will again take place here with the
20      Indianapolis Indians, pay homage to the old
21      Indianapolis Clowns Negro League with an opportunity
22      to promote the Commission to about 15,000 fans there
23      at Victory Field, so we encourage you guys as
24      Commissioners to come out.  It's August 3rd, which is
25      next Saturday, if I'm not mistaken, and if there's
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 1      any ticket requests we can talk offline for those and
 2      I'll make sure that we accommodate everyone as much
 3      as we can, so looking forward to that.
 4              In addition to that, as mentioned previously,
 5      we're very excited we have fulfilled our contractual
 6      obligations with both EEOC and HUD for this fiscal
 7      year.  In fact, the EEOC contract we're looking for
 8      an upward modification to be able to submit more
 9      cases and hopefully generate more revenue for the
10      Commission.
11              Looking forward to next April, Fair Housing
12      Month, of course we do something every April in
13      accordance with our contract with HUD.  This April
14      we're looking to host a pretty substantial event, I
15      believe it's the first week, the 7th and 8th, of
16      April, so we reserve basically this whole area, all
17      the conference rooms and the auditorium, and it's our
18      50th, so this marks the 50th year that the Commission
19      officially became the Indiana Civil Rights
20      Commission.  So in doing so we wanted to celebrate
21      accordingly, so we will be having as part of Fair
22      Housing Month a pretty substantial event here, so I
23      want to plant that seed in the back of everyone's
24      minds.  Obviously, the anchor will be fair housing
25      but we'll want to tackle as many issues as we can,
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 1      equitable education, equal employment and so on and
 2      so forth, so if you guys have any ideas as
 3      Commissioners or any suggestions in terms of contact
 4      speakers, et cetera, we'd like to hear those as well.
 5              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  April?
 6              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  7th and 8th.  As
 7      we narrow that down we'll get specifics to you guys.
 8      We're pretty far away.  It is early April, I believe
 9      it's the 7th and 8th, so we want to eliminate as much
10      of the scheduling conflicts as we can.
11              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Are there any surviving
12      members of the Commission, just out of curiosity?
13              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  From its
14      inception?
15              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Yeah.
16              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  That's a very good
17      question.  I don't know off the top of my head but
18      that is something that we can definitely look at and
19      that might be a nice touch for the event to have some
20      of the folks that were here when the Commission
21      initially kicked off to be present at the 50th.
22      That's a good suggestion, definitely look into it,
23      definitely look into it.
24              Just came off of our IBE, what I like to call
25      "Hell Week," so one of the things that the Commission
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 1      sponsors is obviously the Education Conference which
 2      we thought went fairly well.  We're having some
 3      conversations with Indiana Black Expo right now about
 4      how to carry that further outside of Summer
 5      Celebration.
 6              One of the things that we're finding as a
 7      difficult thing to accomplish as it relates to
 8      education is to be able to connect with parents,
 9      grandparents, guardians, et cetera.  Typically when
10      we host the events that we host the turnout is not
11      necessarily the issue, typically we have a pretty
12      good turnout, the problem is the turnout is mostly
13      teachers and administrators and principals and folks
14      who know a good deal about what we're already
15      speaking of.  What we don't find in the audience are
16      the folks who really, really need the information.
17              As it relates to education, again, and I've
18      said this as we've taken on this piece, is that we're
19      not DOE, right, we're not the Office of Management
20      and Budget, so we don't set funding formulas, we
21      don't set core curriculum.  The Commission lives and
22      breathes in the area of discrimination and disparity,
23      so even as it relates to education, that's our
24      platform.  So, you know, two areas that we're
25      attempting to tackle here are disparate discipline
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 1      and then special ed, special education, and the
 2      disproportionate numbers of black and brown,
 3      specifically young black and brown boys that are in
 4      special education programs and what that means to and
 5      about their future, and it's unfortunate that so far
 6      when we host these events, you know, we have a low
 7      number of the parents, mothers and fathers and
 8      grandparents and guardians of these young people in
 9      attendance.
10              So be that as it may, the conversation now
11      going forward with IBE is about how we can conduct
12      some kind of event, summit, conference, et cetera,
13      that's outside of Summer Celebration, out of downtown
14      Indianapolis and perhaps in the communities and the
15      hearts of the hoods that these folks live, breathe
16      and play and really touch, you know, the segment of
17      the community that we're really trying to get ahold
18      of and if that means that we have to travel, then so
19      be it, but we figure we sponsor IBE to the tune of
20      more than enough to dictate that they help us through
21      that journey.
22              One of the positives to that, though, is they
23      have local chapters in various parts of the state
24      that hopefully we can tap into and help us facilitate
25      that objective.  So if you guys as Commissioners have
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 1      any insight or any ideas about how to help make that
 2      work, we'd love to hear that as well.
 3              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  If I may interrupt you.
 4      There are a couple of thoughts that come to mind and
 5      one of them I think you've already begun to explore
 6      and that it's to find venues where parking would not
 7      be a cost or an issue for parents or guardians.  I
 8      think that having to pay for parking is a big
 9      deterrent.
10              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Yes.
11              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  I think a natural fit
12      would be CLD or the Urban League as a venue and
13      community centers closer to the neighborhoods, which
14      you have already suggested as an idea.  I think, too,
15      that some conversation around the time of day and the
16      day of week that these talks would occur could also
17      be examined.
18              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Definitely.  All
19      of the suggestions -- and in all fairness, we have
20      attempted a lot of those.  One of the reasons I frown
21      upon having things like this downtown is because of
22      parking, it really does weigh on that piece.
23              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  And the Central Library,
24      you can negotiate with them for parking passes for
25      parents, I think, for something as important as this.
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 1              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Right.  The other
 2      thing about downtown, too, we've noticed, we've taken
 3      some surveys of a few parents that have come out and
 4      in addition to the parking, downtown frightens folks,
 5      it does, I mean unless you're coming to party.
 6      Coming into a government building, if you're not
 7      coming to work, it frightens folks and they're not
 8      coming, they're not coming, they flat out told us
 9      that, you know, they only come down here if there's
10      an issue they've got to work out, and so having to
11      come down for this I guess just kind of regenerates
12      some of those thoughts and feelings and they'd rather
13      just stay away.
14              And in all fairness, the staff has had some
15      of the meetings off site in various parts of the
16      state.  We've had some in Evansville, we've had some
17      in Gary, we've had some in South Bend in various
18      parts of the day and the evening, et cetera, et
19      cetera, and, even still, it's difficult to get folks
20      to come out, you know, so we're going to have to
21      figure out what kind of carrot we can dangle.
22              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  How was your turnout
23      in Evansville?
24              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Modest, at best.
25              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  Okay.
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 1              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  We had, if I
 2      recall correctly from that one, 13 parents that came.
 3              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  Maybe -- I still -- I
 4      think, if I'm correct, Billy D. Garrett is the
 5      chapter president of --
 6              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  NAACP.
 7              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  -- of NAACP in
 8      Evansville.  Do you have his contact information?
 9              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  We reached out to
10      him.  I did not attend the one in Evansville, in all
11      fairness, and I'm not sure whether he came.  I do
12      know that we reached out.  Wherever we're going we
13      try to reach out to the folks, even if they can't
14      come, to say "Hey, here's what we're doing, here's
15      what our thought processes are, and at a minimum
16      could you at least disseminate this to your folks
17      there in the community and invite them to come out?"
18      So I don't want to lie on him and say that he didn't
19      come.  He very, you know, well may have been there,
20      but I'm not a hundred percent sure.
21              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  Okay, well, for your
22      next event whenever you plan for Evansville let me
23      know --
24              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Definitely will.
25              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  -- and I can link up
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 1      with you and try to help get the word out.
 2              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Definitely will do
 3      so, definitely do so.
 4              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  And I would add to the
 5      comments that the school systems are probably a great
 6      vehicle because they're familiar with going to the
 7      school, they can get access to that with the
 8      principals, and the charter schools are particularly
 9      focused on these youth in many, many ways, and so
10      that's a great avenue.
11              And the last comment I would have is you need
12      someone that can speak Spanish because we have a lot
13      of people that are Latino certainly in the
14      Indianapolis area and certainly up in the northeast
15      as well.
16              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  So I will say
17      this --
18              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  We've got a growing
19      population in Evansville that are Spanish, but I have
20      a contact with a gentleman who works with the Spanish
21      community, but you might try churches.
22              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Well, a couple
23      things, let me say this because I bring that up just
24      because of my passion to make sure that that goes,
25      but keep in mind we talked about a few of those
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 1      things.  Address the first point, you're absolutely
 2      right, schools are a great avenue, if for nothing
 3      else they already have the contact information for
 4      the people that we're going to.  The sad part is
 5      specifically the public schools have been very
 6      reluctant to help in that regard and you can paint
 7      that picture to be whatever it is in terms of why
 8      they choose that route, but they have not been very
 9      open to having us come in.
10              Some argue that it's because of a large part
11      of what the conversation ultimately turns to is the
12      ability for parents to choose not to go to their
13      school at this point and, in all fairness, our
14      argument isn't that at this point but that is the
15      law, it is an option.  The charter schools are a
16      little bit more willing to help, but I think that
17      fear of choice because we are the State is something
18      that they shy away from, so we're having to navigate
19      through that piece.
20              The churches have probably been our biggest
21      ally in that, and in all honesty, I even think the
22      one in Evansville was held at a church and so we have
23      leveraged that, especially when it comes to the
24      Hispanic community, and that's a great segue to that
25      point and Commissioner Blackburn mentioned this
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 1      before about, you know, what some of the cultural
 2      commissions are doing.  It's been a good asset to
 3      have them underneath the umbrella now because we tap
 4      into a lot of those resources, so we do have Daniel
 5      Lopez who is the head of the Hispanic Commission,
 6      James Garrett of the Social Status of Black Males,
 7      and Kristin Garvey who is over the Women's Commission
 8      and we do tap into their contact base and leverage
 9      them as a commission to help facilitate these things,
10      specifically with the Hispanic community because we
11      do understand the linguistic barriers that exist when
12      dealing with those communities when we go.
13              And, in fact, one of the arguments for even
14      bringing them over is, aside from all the social
15      issues, a lot of their objectives are in line with
16      what the Commission is trying to do, so this
17      education argument is not an isolated argument, you
18      know, the Hispanic community has some of the same and
19      identical concerns as it relates to education as the
20      Indiana Civil Rights Commission does, as does the
21      Social Status of Black Males as it relates, you know,
22      to the things that we're trying to tackle in
23      education, so we definitely leverage those and we'll
24      continue to do so and it helps them because they get
25      to achieve a lot of those objectives and not
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 1      necessarily have to expend the cost of having to do
 2      it on their own, and the manpower they have extra as
 3      a sublessee, if you will, of the ICRC, so that works
 4      well.  But all of those are definitely great
 5      suggestions.  Even if we have already taken them into
 6      consideration, there's some that we want to continue
 7      to take into consideration, and as we move into your
 8      various parts or respective parts of the state we
 9      look to kind of tap into your wealth of knowledge and
10      resources as we move forward.
11              So the idea behind even bringing this up,
12      obviously, is, Number 1, plant the seed or replant
13      the seed because I've had this conversation about
14      education in earlier Commission meetings, but just so
15      you guys know as a commission that we have not
16      downshifted, if you will, in our fight for equitable
17      access to a quality education, that we're full speed
18      ahead and continuing to revisit the best way to
19      pursue that civil right for everyone in the state of
20      Indiana.  So any other thoughts and questions about
21      that piece at all?
22              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Yes.  The efforts as you
23      describe them are directed towards the parents and
24      students, and I'm wondering if a separate or at least
25      a part of your effort might be towards the
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 1      educational community itself and engage more the
 2      teachers and administrators in the discussion
 3      certainly regarding special ed and disparate
 4      discipline.
 5              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Actually, I have
 6      to pat the agency on the back for that.  We've had
 7      great turnout from teachers and administrators and
 8      principals as it relates to these topics.  We had I
 9      want to say close to 200 of the principals and
10      teachers and administrators here during IBE week for
11      the Education Conference here.  We hosted one in Gary
12      and we hosted a separate one here in conjunction with
13      the Great Lakes Equity Center at IUPUI, we had over
14      170, 180 teachers and administrators.
15              We haven't had an issue of having them come
16      out.  Part of it is, you know, it's kind of a
17      professional development issue for them.  Diversity
18      is a hot topic, so it's not a foreign concept.
19      They're coming out and they reiterate a lot of what
20      we're talking about.  A lot of the numbers and
21      statistics they already know.  You know, we tend to
22      lean -- When we're speaking, the conversation kind of
23      fades into more of a cultural competency conversation
24      about how they can better do their job and what to
25      expect from various cultures, Hispanic cultures,
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 1      African-American cultures and so forth, even the
 2      Burmese, we had one in Fort Wayne and had a really
 3      good turnout there as well.  So those turnouts have
 4      been fantastic, but they're not the people who
 5      really, really, really, really, really, really need
 6      that information from what we've found out, they need
 7      some training and we'll continue to do that, but I
 8      think to your point, we're going to have to separate
 9      or be specific about who our target audience is when
10      we have these so we'll say moving forward when we
11      have an event this is specifically for teachers and
12      administrators and make sure -- That's not that
13      parents can't come, but that's specifically what this
14      is for and then when we have the other we'll make an
15      extreme effort to have more of the other and we'll
16      say this is specifically for parents, guardians,
17      grandparents and so forth and even the young people
18      themselves will come out and hear about the other
19      side of the coin, and that's the more difficult side
20      because there's less -- Well, I think the sentiment
21      there is there's less of an incentive for them to
22      come out on a Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,
23      Friday evening, right, and there's a ton of variables
24      and, you know, we sat down with the Department of
25      Education about this very thing and one of the things
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 1      that they tossed out is in dealing with special ed,
 2      for example, you know, you're dealing with some
 3      parents who there's a financial incentive for their
 4      child to be in special ed, so if your child is
 5      diagnosed with special ed --
 6              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Really?
 7              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Yeah, it's a
 8      disability, so you can get a check.
 9              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  You get Social
10      Security.
11              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR:  Yeah, you get Social
12      Security, so you get a check for your child, so then
13      what happens is you move down the line and you need
14      to encourage that child to be off of special ed or
15      phase off of special ed and, you know, if you're
16      talking to a, you know, single parent who's in tough
17      financial situations or straits already, to have them
18      drop that is a completely different argument.  You
19      know what I mean?  So there's so many layers that we
20      have to work around.
21              And so when you talk about, you know,
22      bringing folks in to sit on a Wednesday, Tuesday,
23      Thursday evening about why your child should not be
24      in special ed, for example, "And, therefore, by the
25      way, you don't receive" whatever that -- you know,
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 1      that's a tough-sell to get them to come out.  It's
 2      unfortunate, you know, but in order to get to that
 3      ultimate goal we've got to be strategic about how we
 4      peel back the layers of that onion and that's where
 5      we are in terms of how we get out in these
 6      communities, which is why I think the first level is
 7      to leave off of our 30,000 foot perch here at the
 8      Government Center and make sure that we focus our
 9      efforts out in the actual communities, you know,
10      again where the folks we're trying to reach live,
11      workplace, et cetera.
12              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  Have you tried maybe
13      school board meetings, PTA meetings or neighborhood
14      association meetings?
15              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  We haven't done
16      the neighborhood association meetings, but we have
17      done the school board and the PTO meetings.  PTOs are
18      great.  So here's the other side of that coin.
19      Typically the parents at the PTO meeting are the
20      great parents.  That's the 13 that was there when we
21      went to Evansville, they were already there, no
22      problems there, and they tend to always be at the
23      meetings because -- In fact, their kids aren't really
24      the ones on special ed or have any issues that we're
25      talking about, it's the parents that aren't there at
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 1      the PTO meeting that we're trying to get in touch
 2      with, and so we've actually pulled in some of the
 3      PTOs in various parts of the state and trying to
 4      encourage them to help get the word out to the
 5      parents that aren't coming to say "Not only do we
 6      need you to be involved in, you know, just the
 7      every-day rigamarole of your child at your school,
 8      but come and get some of this additional information
 9      because, you know, your child may need it assuming he
10      or she is on, for example, special education or in
11      special education."
12              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Could you give me an
13      example or two of the titles of these gatherings?
14      What do you call them?
15              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  A lot of them
16      they'll be education conferences, education summits.
17      ICRC is hosting in conjunction with the Terre Haute
18      Human Rights Commission, we're hosting an education
19      conference and we'll target that way.  Sometimes
20      we'll have it -- Yeah, I know, that's another thing
21      we have to figure out.  Yeah, again, it's come off
22      our high horse of the whole formality of it.  We have
23      to really -- I'm the first one to admit, you know, we
24      have to really rethink how we're doing this thing
25      again and come off the formal piece of it,
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 1      understanding that, you know, just because it makes
 2      sense to us on this end, it doesn't make sense to
 3      folks on the other end and so that's why we're really
 4      giving some thought to how we change.
 5              One of the things that we're really tossing
 6      back or tossing around is having a celebrity come in,
 7      someone we know appeals to the folks and having an
 8      event that will at least get them out, right, and
 9      then once they're subjected to the information that
10      we give them and get them that way.  So we're looking
11      at all kinds of things and the title of what we call
12      them is definitely something that we have to
13      reconsider.
14              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  You might try back-
15      to-school events, --
16              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  I'm glad that you
17      mentioned that, good segue.
18              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  -- because a lot of
19      folks come out, particularly the lower income, "I
20      need --
21              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Because they get
22      free stuff.
23              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  -- supplies for my
24      child."  The majority of them are lower income.  "Oh,
25      while you're here, guess what!"
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 1              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  So this will be
 2      the second year because last year we went and didn't
 3      realize it was going to be so good.  Here in
 4      Indianapolis we have what's arguably the largest
 5      back-to-school event in the state, and so we went
 6      last year really with the intent to just talk to
 7      folks about what the ICRC is doing.
 8              Staff called back and said "Man, there's over
 9      3000 parents here, right, this is like the largest
10      concentration of parents that we've ever got ahold
11      of," so we were working with the coordinators of that
12      program to see if we could get a bigger stage, right,
13      in order to submit that information.
14              But you're spot-on with that.  So we have the
15      Family Fun Filled, I believe it's their 15th
16      annual -- 15th Annual Family Fun Filled Back to
17      School Carnival which will be held at Julian Coleman
18      Academy Middle School here in Indianapolis on August
19      22nd and they give away tons of free stuff.  They
20      have a huge coming-out, if you will.  Last year they
21      had, like I said, two or 3000, I want to say 3000,
22      3000 people there and we're talking parents and
23      kids --
24              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Yes.
25              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  -- and such.  One
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 1      of the things that we ran into because we would like
 2      to have like a mike and a stage and be able to talk
 3      to them directly, it's not set up that way and the
 4      people there kind of explained that to us, so we're
 5      trying to figure out a really cool way to put
 6      ourselves in their way, right, so they have to come
 7      at least through or by us to get whatever free stuff
 8      that they're getting, so that's where we are with the
 9      negotiations of the folks that are doing it and we
10      thought it was a worthwhile initiative to sponsor,
11      and so that's where we are as a commission.  So this
12      will be the first year that we've done that in this
13      capacity and I'll be able to report to you guys
14      afterwards about how effective it was.
15              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  Okay, maybe -- Like
16      the agency I'm employed at, we do indigent
17      assistance, helping people pay their gas and electric
18      bills, and a majority of those folks are at or below
19      200 percent of the poverty guideline, so a household
20      is probably making 15,000.  Each applicant is checked
21      disabled, so, you know, you two are parents and I'm
22      your child.  You two are not marked disabled but I
23      am, so we have a way of going in and tabulating and
24      pulling up households with disabled children, bam, it
25      pulls up, households, you know, that make less than
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 1      20,000, bam, pull that up, so maybe we can do some
 2      type of -- I would have to take it back to my CEO,
 3      obviously, to ask if you create a flyer, if we can
 4      mail those flyers out to those people, because we
 5      service about 6000 households for the three counties
 6      of Vanderburgh, Gibson and Posey, and they're the
 7      southern part, so maybe we can plant something like a
 8      huge back-to-school event with the CK Newsome Center,
 9      because there's a big stage, and then how we get
10      supplies and book bags and things like that, we can
11      probably get maybe some of the local larger auto
12      dealerships to contribute because sometimes they do
13      that and we can have a bigger --
14              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  That's an awesome
15      idea, I think you're on to something.  Let's talk a
16      little bit more offline about how we can work that
17      out.  What I would like to do, if we went down that
18      road, is avoid any kind of duplication because I
19      would imagine there's a back-to-school something
20      already going on in Evansville, there has to be.
21              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  Yeah.
22              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  So I would like to
23      figure out where that is and see if we can't pull all
24      of these people in and make what's already going on
25      bigger and better than it already is and get that
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 1      message to the folks that are going, but I think
 2      that's brilliant, I would love to have more
 3      conversation about that.
 4              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  The only thing I would
 5      add to it is, maybe tying into the 50 years, find
 6      some of the particular items that we went through the
 7      last 50 years that were civil rights oriented that
 8      people are going to stand up and pay attention to
 9      just kind of as a progression of showing where we've
10      gone and where we're headed but we still have some
11      challenges.  I think it makes it interesting to
12      people because otherwise this thing they're going to
13      fall asleep in, but if you can cast some particular
14      stories that you can put into it like La Voz De
15      Indiana, because there are stories on all sides of
16      the fence and I think it would be more interesting,
17      and then in the bottom of it, you know, "To learn
18      more about civil rights," because it's going to read
19      faster than "Here's the facts and, you know, state
20      statute 1, you know, IC" blah, blah, blah, blah,
21      blah.
22              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Good feedback,
23      good feedback.  Speaking of which, have you guys
24      seen -- I guess this is an open-ended question for
25      the Commission -- the 50th Anniversary Video?
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 1              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  50th Anniversary Video?
 2              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Yes, Madam Chair,
 3      you are featured in the video.
 4              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  No, I've not seen it.
 5              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Okay, we need to
 6      make sure that gets out to you guys.  It's a
 7      documentary, I think it's about 7, 8 minutes long,
 8      that kind of, to your point, it talks about some of
 9      the things that were being fought for 50 years ago,
10      how we've moved through the last 50 years and where
11      the Commission is currently.  Very well done.
12              It was also done in conjunction with our
13      partnership with the IBE and the Youth Video
14      Institute, so young people helped us put this thing
15      together at the direction of Brad Meadows from our
16      office who is our communications guy and very well
17      done.  I think it does a good job of highlighting,
18      you know, kind of where we were, what we've come
19      through and then where we're going, so I will make a
20      note and make sure that we get that to you guys
21      specifically.  There's a link that we should be able
22      to -- I think it's on the website.  By the way, I'll
23      make sure I get that to you.  But we like to use
24      that, we're going to look to use that video as we
25      move through different events and initiatives, and
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 1      you sparked my, Commissioner Ramos, the thought
 2      process about that video.
 3              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Hopefully that last song
 4      will be heard on Martin Luther King Day as part of
 5      that because that was such an inspiring song.
 6              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  That was a very
 7      inspiring song and it is not on the video.  However,
 8      we are looking to do some things with her moving
 9      forward.  Through some, I would argue, very good
10      counsel, she has not only copywritten her song but
11      she's looking to do some things with it, so we
12      were --
13              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Great.
14              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  -- unable to work
15      out the details at the time we got the video done but
16      hopefully we can work with her in the future.  Any
17      other questions for me?
18              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Be happy to be a part of
19      the brainstorming about back-to-school opportunities
20      for getting the school talk into the school fun that
21      accompanies that kind of gathering.  It makes so much
22      more sense than trying to do a lofty conference on
23      education, which appeals to very few people except
24      those already involved as educators.
25              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Exactly.  So we'll
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 1      do that.  Again, we're already jumping on the old
 2      back-to-school day bandwagon, so there's one here.
 3      There's also one in Anderson and Muncie that's a
 4      pretty big one as well, we're partnering with them.
 5      I don't have their date down, but they are one that
 6      we're partnering with as well.
 7              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  Now, is there a
 8      particular age bracket of children you're looking at
 9      because we have Headstart sites, too, when each year
10      we do it right before school starts because our
11      Headstart school year links closely with the regular
12      school year.  These are kids like, you know, six
13      weeks to six years, so I didn't know if maybe you
14      might want to get some of those parents who very
15      quickly will be hitting the school system because I
16      think we have maybe some 800 children --
17              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Okay.
18              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  -- in our pipeline.
19              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  In terms of the
20      age group, so we did the research, we pulled in IUPUI
21      and, let's see, IU, IUPUI, and some National Pew
22      Research, I forget the title of the organization, but
23      anyway, what they came back with is that special ed,
24      3rd grade is typically when they go in.  It does not
25      mean -- I guess the open-ended answer to your
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 1      question is all kids are welcome and parents of kids
 2      of all ages are welcome, you know, regardless of
 3      their age, but the largest number of special
 4      education in terms of the insertion is at the 3rd
 5      grade level.
 6              COMMISSIONER CRENSHAW:  I can find out how
 7      many because a lot of our Headstart parents have, you
 8      know, a little-bitty one here in Headstart but then
 9      they have one that's in 3rd grade or 2nd grade or 4th
10      grade, so I can probably find out which one of the
11      parents --
12              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  That's a good
13      point because what the research also said was that
14      for parents with more than one child, if one child is
15      in special ed and especially if they go in special ed
16      at that 3rd to 4th grade mark, that every child after
17      that there's about an 85 to 90 percent chance that
18      that child also goes in special ed as well.
19              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  I suspect, however, that
20      if you try to approach the parents at that third year
21      or the teachers or anybody else it's a fait accompli,
22      they've already set them up to go into special ed in
23      the third year, they're not reading, they're behind
24      already, and that our efforts would probably be more
25      fruitful if you started the first year in reading
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 1      readiness and get them prepared so that they don't go
 2      into special ed.
 3              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  The research also
 4      shows that, and I forget percentage points and I do
 5      know that it was more than 50 percent, that the kids
 6      that were diagnosed with a learning disability, put
 7      into special ed, 50 percent of their focus group was
 8      later diagnosed to find that there wasn't really a
 9      learning disability as much as it was an inaptitude
10      or whomever that teacher that diagnosed them not
11      being able to handle, if you will, that child, so
12      they may have been a little more active than normal.
13      You know, maybe there was a link if we're dealing
14      with an Hispanic kid and it wasn't that the kid
15      really had a learning disability, it's just that
16      their English wasn't as good and if spoken in their
17      native tongue they knew everything, so there were a
18      few different barriers but a reluctance of the
19      diagnosing party to figure that out lead the kids to
20      be in special ed.
21              Two problems with that.  One is if the child
22      continues to stay on that track, you graduate with a
23      special ed degree, you got I think it was a
24      certificate or whatever that is, which you can do
25      nothing with.  The other side I think where we're
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 1      coming from is to, not placing blame on anyone, but
 2      if the parent is engaged, asking the questions that
 3      should be asked and where we come from is to arm them
 4      with what questions to ask, you know, if they're
 5      armed with that knowledge, then they can ensure that,
 6      you know, if their child genuinely needs the extra
 7      assistance that they get it but what they also get is
 8      a plan on which how "my" child will phase out of this
 9      and so that when he or she actually graduates they're
10      actually graduating with a degree that will allow
11      them to do and go on to do bigger and better things.
12              So I think that's the direction that we as a
13      commission are willing to come from.  I think that
14      keeps us out of the political weeds about who's right
15      and who's wrong, but, you know, to share information
16      of it all and making sure that specifically parents
17      are equipped with the information and knowledge that
18      they need I think will hedge a lot of the issues that
19      we're seeing.
20              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  I'm a little confused
21      because there's special education and then there's
22      learning disabilities, and special education, you
23      know, implies more of a mental deficiency where they
24      may not ever have a full potential and where a
25      learning disability like ADD or dyslexia or others
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 1      are also inflicted by all populations and so I am
 2      trying to differentiate --
 3              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Well, to my
 4      knowledge you can be diagnosed with a learning
 5      disability and not be placed on the special education
 6      track.  You can be requested to -- And there's some
 7      parents who, you know, you can say are fluent enough
 8      to get additional help.  Let's say their child is
 9      dyslexic, so they get additional -- they can afford
10      to get additional help, so the child stays on the
11      regular track, not a special education track, but
12      they have a learning disability, dyslexia as an
13      example, you know, but then there's the special
14      education track and that could be diagnosed with,
15      from what I understand, a number of different things
16      and the sad piece of the research shows it doesn't
17      necessarily have to be a learning disability, so to
18      speak, just a difference and I think that's where the
19      disparity lies and I think that's why the
20      disparity -- the numbers are so disparate when you
21      look at across the board for black and brown,
22      specifically males, and so things like ADD or what
23      they diagnose as ADD is diagnosed with, you know, a
24      special education problem or learning disability
25      problem, this child needs to be on a special
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 1      education track, and so that's where you get into
 2      conversations about cultural competency and how the
 3      teachers should learn and know how to respond and
 4      deal with children from a variety of different
 5      backgrounds and socioeconomic stances, but I think
 6      those two are separate in terms of where they fall in
 7      the conversation.
 8              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Any other comment or
 9      questions, suggestions?
10              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  If no, then that
11      concludes my report for the day.  A pretty lengthy
12      one, I apologize, but I would love to follow up with
13      any of you off record about this conversation in
14      hopes that we can bring some assistance to what we're
15      trying to accomplish as a commission.  So thank you
16      for your time.
17              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Thank you very much.
18      Are there any announcements?
19              COMMISSIONER CARTER:  Madam Chair, I would
20      just like to observe for the record that today's the
21      23rd anniversary of the Americans with Disabilities
22      Act, and while there have been huge advances made in
23      many areas, we're still fighting some of the same
24      battles we did in 1992.
25              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Do you want to elaborate
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 1      a little bit?
 2              COMMISSIONER CARTER:  There are an awful lot
 3      of people who don't seem to have heard of it.  Of
 4      course it was 23 years ago, but there are other
 5      people who have been fighting the same battles
 6      because of other legislation for longer than that, or
 7      twice as long as that, at least.
 8              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Absolutely right.
 9              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  Any other comments?
10              (No response.)
11              CHAIRMAN BLACKBURN:  The meeting is
12      adjourned.
13              (On July 26, 2013 at 12:15 p.m., this meeting
14      concluded.)
15
16
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23
24
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